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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
FULTON, KENTUCKY, IFRIDAY, DECEISIBER 21, 1945.

NUMBER FORTY-SEr

LeROY LATTA OPENS
J. O. Lewis Is
FULTON HATCHERYMAN
!Martha Stoker Dies
W. H. Donoho. WellNEW GROCERY HERE
AIDING IN POULTRY
Named Supt. Of.
From Poison: Never
ICnown Fulton County
Have Two Holidays
WORK IN TENNESSEE
LeRoy Latta. well known young
Mayfield Schools
Regains Consciousness
Farmer. Died Monday
man of Fulton, formerly connected
J. H. Patterson, well known
Etione of Fulton's stores will allow
,has
here
Post
Office
with the U. S.
'heir employees two holidays by hatcheryman of the Fulton HatchMr. Lewis Has Been Head Of FelWilliam Hayden Donoho, 87,
Martha Stoker, 15. second victim
elissing Xmas day and the day fol- ery, has been working with Fred srominent farmer of Fulton county of unknown poison, died in the vened a new grocery store on Comton Schools for 16 Years; Active
lwering. This is being done in ap- Gentry, poultry inspector, Univer- 'or many years, died Monday morn- Jones Clinic here Sunday night, af- mercial-av in the old Walker GroIn Civic and Church Work
comhas
Latta
Mr.
stand.
cery
preciation of the extra hours and sity of Tennesee, for the past few ing at his home on the Hickman ter attending physicians exerted
this
of
interior
remodeled
pletely
Ihe strain of the Christmas shop- weeks. They have been inspecting Sighway. six miles west of Fulton, every effort in an attempt to save
J. O. Lewis, superintendent of
poultry flocks, and making a tour after having been an invalid for her life. Miss Stoker was the sec- building, and it is one of the most +he Fulton city school; for the past
ging rush.
business
the
to
additions
attractive
Re appreciation of the extra hours among poultry raisrs in the state. 'he past six years. Funeral services ond victim of unknown poison, and
16 years, has been named superinon Commercial.
Mr. Patterson is well known were conducted at Union Church was found Tuesday of last week district
not in by their employees, some of
of the Mayfield . schools.
makes an announcement tendent
Latta
Mr.
Talton stores will close both Xmas among poultry raisers in the state. Tuesday afternoon by Rev. B. T. in a critical condition at Walker's
of The News and in- according to an announcement from
issue
this
in
sky and the day following to give and has had wide experience in Shauf, with internment in the Tourist Cabins on the Clinton highMayfield. Mr. Lewis succeeds C.
vites the people to visit his store
church cemetery in charge of Horn- way. Her companion, William HarI. Henry, who resigned there last
Shan some repite following the big- poultry work.
their holiday food, fruit and
for
beak Funeral Home.
old Holland, 26, was already dead
month after five years' service,
gest trade in their stores history.
nuts. He states that his store will
when an 'ambulance arrived to
Those stores will enjoy the two
He
his
leaves
Mrs.
widow,
Entine
Mr. Henry stated that he extype,
service
be of the new serni-self
Christmas Stars
holidays:
Josephine Donoho; one son, Dr. bring the victims to Fulton.
pected to return to his home city
on a cash and carry basis.
Story Glen Donoho of Paducah; three
Tell A
"Death was due to unknown poisof Madisonville to enter bankiUg
Ford Clo. Co., The Leader Store,
daughters, Mrs. L. D. Brown of near ons" according to a verdict of a
IL Kasnow, K. Homra, Roberts Clo.
later, if his health will permit.
SERVICE NOTES
Co, Ben Franklin Store, Irby's Birth Of Universe, Growth Shown Fulton; Mrs. A. D. Foy of Kansas coroner's jury, with the possibility
Mr. Lewis was principal of the
City, and Mrs. Ernest Brad of Ful- of suicidal intent. The young
In Heavens
Fasision Shop, Western Auto SupOwensboro high school
before
The followirig men have receiv- coming to Fulton. He is secretary
ton; two half brothers, Gus Donoho girl never regained consciousness,
ply, P. H. Weeks and Son, Fry Shoe
The stars at Christmas have a of near Fulton and Ed Donoho of and facts pertaining to the myster- ed their discharge from service:
More and the Firestone Store.
of the Little Sixteen West Kenstory of their own to tell of crea- Mayfield; four half sisters. Mrs. ious death of these young people
Cpl. Alton F. Jeffress, Route 1, tucky Athletic Conference, having
tion-the story that -gradually is Hayes Pewitt of near Fulton, Mrs. could not be obtained from either Fulton.
held that office ever since the conYouths Of South
becomirig better understood by Hattie Biggs of Paris, Mrs. Mettle victim of the poison.
S. Sgt. Leburn Kirk, Route 2, ference was organized 17 years
Fulton Take Air
Austin of near Palmersville; and
astronomers.
Funeral services were conduCted Hickman.
ago. He will take over his duties
Tuesday morning at Good Springs, Pfc. Harvie Watkins, Route 4, at Mayfield some time in January,
Trips At Union City It is the story of the bffth and ten grandchildren.
the board of education announced.
growth of our galaxy which we recMr. Donoho was a member of the east of Fulton, for Miss Stoker. Fulton.
Mr. Lewis has besn one the out3,
Route
Nine South Fulton students have ognize as the Milky Way and Union Cumberland Presbyterian Interment followed in the church
Stunson,
Pfc. Clyde
the shurch, an elder in the church, and cemetery.
standing civic and church workers
been awarded scholarships by the which includes our sun with
Fulton.
took much interest in church and
She leaves her parents, Mr. and
of this community, having served
Division of Aeronautics Education earth and other planets.
Pfc. John Marshall Rice, who has
Mrs. Joseph Stoker of near DukeRecent calculations show that the civic affairs.
el the Tennesse Department of Edwith the medical corps in as chairman of the local chapter of
been
Blily Brady Herbert Brady, L. D. dom; one sister. Mrs. Durell Jones
ucation_ and will receive flight train- galaxy, measured in the time wale
Germany, is expected to arrive the Amercian Red Cross, chairman
Mg at Bandy Flying Service field of its own years, is very youthful Brown Tom Bellew, Herman Ro- of near Dukedom; three brothers, back in the States. He entered of the board of deacons of the Irirst
berts, and Jimmy Lawson were ac- Bill Stoker of Memphis, Charles
and secretary Of the
and is approaching its 12th year.
Isar eUnion City.
service Jan. 15, 1943, and was en- Baptist church,
Stoker, U. S. Armed Forces, and
A member of
But that does not mean 12 years tive pallbearers.
These students, who are taking
gaged in the European theatre of Fulton Rotary Club.
Joseph Stoker of near Dukedom.
to the Kentucky Education AssociaEngland
from
operations,
aviation as a part of their high in our time. Rather it is made up
tion, he is a man who has made
France, Belgium and Germany.
school course, are: Mary Nell Roach, of years in which each is tne per- Services Held At
progress in his chosen prosteady
comin
a
iod
body
rotating
which
Fulton,
Eugene Cates, Norman Barnes, RoWINTER QUARTER AT MURPvt. J. D. ing, Route 5,
Corinth For Poison
fession. He will continue to live
bert Chandler Towles, Obera Na- pletes one Arcuit around a central
RAY TO OPEN JANUARY 2 has received his discharge.
in Fulton until he can find suitable
Victim Last Week
bors, Gwendolyn Nanney. Bobbie mass. Our galaxy is rotatingS. Sgt. Lawrence D. Brown, residence in Mayfield.
F. Rucker, Mary Eloise King and around its central mass. Our sun,
his
received
Murray, Ky.-Annotuicing that Route 4, Fulton, has
The Fulton Board of Education
out near the edge of the galaxy, is
Mandan King.
Services were held Thursday afregistration for the winter quarter discharge.
met Wednesday and after acceptthe
of
the
rest
along
with
moving
at
of
ternoon
last
week
Corinth
The State Department of EduCpl. Vernil L. Stanfield, 513 Cat- ing Mr. Lewis' resignation, named
at Murray State College would be
cation in Tennessee has already stars in the disc-shaped system and two and a half miles southeast of held Wednesday, January 2, Dr. lett-se Hickman, has received his
W. L. Holland to the superintendenables
sshich
a
at
rate
so
doing
is
Sharon. for William Harold Holland,
awarded 600 scholarships to high
eney. He has been principal of the
its orbit in 26, victim of unknown poison. He Ralph H. Woods, president, said discharge.
arbeal students who are studying it to make a circuit of
today. "The resources and faciliHarry L Evans, Mac, Route 4, high school here for the past 16
was foimd at Walitet's tourist cabfie principles ef flight in their clam- about 250,000,000 years.
ties of Murray State College are Fulton, Ky., has received his dis- years, coining to Fulton. in IMIS -as
:eon, and the actual flight...piper-. 011 Christmas night the MOOD ins TherdaY of last week. Rev.
lable to v rank and the col- charge.
est 4103
3outh FilIton
first
the
and
Hands
R.
D.
between
way
iftimitipteip.
will
its Ulf
fii
*wee is a. part of the
opportunity of
welcentes
10inilty. • Mr: Holland is •
Bondurant,
E.
Carl
lerorthe
charli
were
in
reaching
Martin
quarter and full moon,
eautplete their early training.
serving all returning serviie per- Highlands, has received hiss din- native of Frsulklin, Ky., and is a
the latter state on December 29. Vices.
sonnel, both men and women_
-graduate of Centre College, Dancharge.
The dark new moon comes on
Young Holland was born August
11612LTON 61AN NAMED
.usulkopn County will T-3 George B. Hughes, Route 4, ville, Ky. The board has not yet
January 14, so after the first week 15, 1919. He wax iodising* -la 140
group of Hickman, has received his dis- rsamed a successor to Mr. Holland.
Wilt
K. U. MANAGER AT
in January there will be a period U. S. Army, Jan, 23, 1041, and this' senieltr,
CLINTON; TO MOVE in which the moon will not inter- charged from service Sept. 28, 195. students to Murray for the winter charge.
Students from Fulton
310
Pfc. Milton B. Collins,
fere with star gazing during the after serving years and 8 months. quarter.
Fulton City Schools
attended last quarter
who
County
Fourth-st, Fulton, has received his
Tsventy two months were served
Warren W. Anderson, who has first half of the night.
included the following:
Will Remain Closed
his discharge.
in the ETO, and he was awrded
been connected with the KentuckY
John Alvin Austin, Jack Adarns,
five battle stars, Presidential Ci'Utilities Company in Fulton as ac- MAN ESCAPED JAIL
Howard S. Hicks. S., SIC, 207
tation, Bronze Star and Purple Edward Crutchfield, James Thomas Carr-st has received his discharge. Local Schools Will Reopen Deeess
countant for the past two years,
AND SELLS LIQUOR
for distinguished service to Nanney, Forrest Alton Riddle.
Owen C. Jonakin, Mid2c. Route
has been named 113 manager of the
ber 31, Supt. Lewis Stated
wrrsouT LICENSE Heart
Paul Andrew Tosh, Fulton, John 2. has received his discharge from
his country.
Chalon office of this company. Re
This Week
La Nelle
Fulton,
Tosh,
William
will move to that city as soon as
the Navy.
ElizaMargaret
Turner, recently arrested
Bizzle,
T.
B.
Bug, Nelle
housing facilities are available.
to
sickness
Due
cOritinued
Pfc. Wade H. Cox, Fulton Route
selling whiskey without a
DEATHS
beth Duncan. Pauline Davis, Rich
11r_ Aztderson joined the , Ken- here for
after receiv- brought on by colds and flu, there
home
arrived
has
3,
as
identified
license, has now been
Hornbeak, Hazel Louise Meacham,
tucky Utilities Company with a
his discharge from service. He is an increasing abience of stuthe same person who broke jail at
Marjorie V. Puckett, Mary Louise ing
TOM M. REESE
goastriwtion crew and the engiin the European Theatre of dents in the rulton city schools,
served
while
Lois
Hickman two years ago,
Tom M. Reese. 67, well knovm Simons, Martha B. Strayhorn,
now with his and for that reason local schools
neering department some 13 years
charge of grand farmer of this territory, died Sun- Laverne Sutton, Norma Katherine Operations. He is
a
on
trial
awaiting
agra. But for the past 11 years he
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wade Cox will remain closed until December
Sanford,
Charlene
Mary
larceny.
day night at his home near Liberty Samons,
31, J. O. Lewis, superintendent,
lhas been with the accounting desouth of town.
Turner is alleged to have stolen shurch.
Funeral services were Evelyn Joyce Willey, all of Fulton;
stated this week.
partment as clerk, chief clerk and
5,
Route
Fulton,
King.
Darrell
D.
J.
of
Pvt.
from
a bicycle two years
sonducted by Rev. Bob Covington Charlie Juanita Jimmerson,
last
division accountant.
Brown, Schools were dismissed
Fuzzell. The escaped prisoner will Tuesday afternoon, with interment Crutchfield; Virginia Jo Jonakn, and S. Sgt. Lawrence D.
week, with the intention of conHe is a native of Ballard county,
January term of the in the church cemetery.
Langford, Ruby Fulton, Route 4, have received their
the
Dolores
to
held
be
Norma
high
tinuing this week, but when they
gradutted from LaCenter
V. Trusty, discharge from service.
Circuit Court in Fulton. when he
Mrs. Jane Parks, and Mable
took up Monday student absences,
He leaves his widow,
school In 1927, and attended the
received
has
charges.
Williams
both
on
D.
tried
Glenn
will be
one Hclunan.
Hawkins Reese;
and a spreading epidemic of colds.
Eugenia
University of Kentucky College of
his discharge from the Navy, after and influenza forred the closing of
daughter, Mrs. Anna Mae Hardy of
'Reentering for four years. Snice
months
20
with
27 months service,
schools for a while.
liberty communit; three grand- 1Flue-Cured and Burley Tobacco
meniUg to Fulton he has been active HONOR ROLL FOR
sea duty in both the Atlantic and
FULTON HIGH SCHOOL children. A son died in 1922.
Quotas Announced for 1946in civic affairs. and is a member of
Pacific.
Mr. Reese. member of Mt. Zion
, 1945 Marketing Year
lite Young Men's Business Club and
Cpa. Clarence C. Bowden, Fulton, SOUTH IFULTON CLOSES
Honor Roll Second Term 1945-46 Methodist chusch, and the WoodUse Lions Club.
SCHOOLS UNTIL DEC. 31
in
been
2. has received his discharge.
had
Route
World.,
the
of
men
for Fulton High School.
The Secretary of Agriculture on
Fourth-st,
was
310
He
Jacqueline
Collins,
May.
since
failing health
Pfc. M. B.
All A Students ILIRINSITOCK PROGRAM URGED
November 30. 1945, proclaimed marAn epidemic of colds and flu has
born Dec. 28, 1877. near Jordan, keting quotas on flue and Burley has received his discharge.
Read Holland, Joe James.
FOR NEW PLATEAU LAND Bard,
forced the closing of the South
Freshmen - Betty Boyd Ben- the son of Byrd Reese and Katie tobaccos for the 1946-47 marketing
Carl E. Bondurent, S3c, son of Fulton Schools until after the holinett, Joan Bradley, Sue Coleman, Moore Reese. He had spent most year which will result in sanall Mrs. Ed Bondurant, has received
days, when they will reopen on
The practicability of a livestock Barbara Rose Colley, Eddie Holt, of his life near Pierce, Tenn. He
acreage increases as compared with his discharge from the Navy.
Dec. 31. Bad roads and brolcen
lands
new
some
neighborput
Walter
Liberty
help
the
Linton,
to
to
moved
114111110111n
Joe James, Otha
the current year.
Pfc. David Sundwick, husband of down school busses were also redebeen
has
productivity
crop
October.
hood in
foie
is back
Mischke, Bill Wibion.
attendance,
The 1946 Burley acreage allot- Mrs. Sundwiek of this city,
sponsible for poor
monstrated on the Cumberland
Sophornores - Jacqueline Bard, Elmer Murchison, Willis Reese,
the 1946 in the States. and will receive his Supt. Eller said.
over
increased
is
ment
says
Tenneisee,
..lialtaii,roion of
Marjorie Bowlin, Sue Jewell, Jane Marshall Reese. RaY Moss, Edwin allotment of 607,300 acres in two discharge after five years in the
J.1. bird, associate agronimist of Shelby, Helen Shelton, Joe Davis, Hardy and Dick Polsgrove, were
and Mrs.
ways: (1) bi the case of old farms, ETO and the Pacific. He
,▪ IJ-T Agriclutural Experiment Read Holland, Tip Nelms.
holidays 'XMAS' HAS.AUthe
the active pallbearers.
spend
will
allotments
Sundwick
individual
of
total
the
n.
•
Mr. and
THENTIC BASIS OF USE
Juniors - Miriam Grymes, Betty
parents,
not
wife's
by
increased
his
be
with
may
for a Stsite
The problem of cultivation in the Lou Roberson, Elizabeth AIII1 RopMayTHROUGHOUT HISTORY
the
MRS. ULLIE J. SIMMONS
on
Stephens
total
the
A.
of
cent
C.
Mrs.
more than 2 per
'Wean ,is complicated by clearing er, Patricia Sublett, Danny Baird,
Ullie J. Butler. 72, died at her allotment for all farms in the State leld highway.
deficsoil
Certain
drdfleulties, ancf
While many people frown on the
Jack Browder, Jimmy James, Billy home in Martin Monday afternoon in 19441
Individual adjustments
Cpl. Clarence Bowden has receiviencies, Bird says. It is therefore Murphy.
after a short illness due te pneu- under this provision will apply only
in use of "Xneis""for Christmas, this
Months
20
after
discharge
his
that
ed
reeummended for -such areas
abbrevation has an authentic basis
Seniors - Betty Jean Austin, monia. Funeral services were held to farms for which local committees
the South Pacific.
a Hvestock program be adopted. Martha Frank Collnis, Betty Jane at the Martin Baptist church by
in history.
allotestablished
P.
C.
previously
Sgt. Jack Sams, son of Mrs
Itieland can be cleared sufficeintly Grisham, Jane Meacham, Betty Rev. O. A. Marrs Tuesday and bur- find
The "X" is the first letter of the
inequitable. (2) In the case Bruce, and grandson of Mrs. Jack
ments
the
and
cost;
little
With
for pasture
word lot Ctrist. Christian
Jean Rawls, Maxine Sutherland, ial at East Side Cemetery, in charge of "new farms", which have not
Greek
Forrest of Fulton, has received his scholars of the imiddle ages are said
livestock can carry the expense sof Darrell Terrell.
of W. W. Jones and Son.
tobacco for the discharge.
Burley
produced
impiyaving the soil.
Note: To make the honor roll a
She leaves one daughter, Mrs. Past five years, an increase of not
in their writinga to have abbreviatSgt. John W. Clayton, son of Mr. ed the spelling of the NativitY
This conclusion was reached, Bird student must make 85 per cent or Guy Hester of Martin, and four
Nationthe
in
cent
per
2
than
more
and Mrs. V. E. Clayton, 216 Park-av, celebration into X-mass or simply
sera after several years' study of more in all subjects.
grandchildren; two sisters. Mrs.
al Marketing Quota for Burley To- has rceeived his discharge.
and
the eleperience of localsfarmers
Nannie McClain of Martin and Mrs.
Xmas. In the same way "Xn" was
requirebacco acreage measurement
Bennett. son of H. used for Christian and "Xty" for
L.
Gardner
Needham of Greenfield.
and experiments at the Crossville
C.
E.
durments were relaxed somewhat
FARMERS LIKE VETCH
Iteperiment Station. 'Findings or
M. Bennett of Fulton, has received Christianity
ing the war years, as personnel was
Henry county farmers sowed
these studies are given fully in
In the catacombs of ancient
his discharge after 23 months in the
the
with
Begining
available.
McMillan
mallnot
R.
T.
vetch-s
Mrs.
a
and
to
Captain
Bulletin 198, of the U-T Agriclutur- about 2,000 acres
16 months in the Pacific.
Rome, X is frequently found to
Navy,
the
that
expected
is
it
crop,
General
1946
Agent
and son: 1),ickeys of Lawson
and County
oonf Mr. stand for Christ. The earliest
al F.xperiment Station. Copies of grain mixture
James R. Browder,
they would have Hospital of Atlanta ,Ga., are expect- procedure to be followed in conFul- Cluistian artsits, when maldng a
the Bulletin entitled "Practical W. B. Howell says
Browder,
E.
Robert
Mrs.
measurements
dnd
acres if they could ed in the city this week for a visit nection with acreage
the
Trhdty,
of
Cii3- representation
Limd Clearing on the Cumberland sowed 3,000
his
received
has
4.
Route
beton,
the vetch seed. Many with hie grandfather, Mr. A. R. will be similar to that followed
of X bePlateau," may be obtained from ha-se found
charge after 31 months in the Navy, would place either a cross
Milwar.
fore
Merritt
the
that
uncle,
and
Milner
his
discovered
hkve
Agfarmers
and the Ray
county agents, or from the U-T
19 of which were sea duty in the sides the Father
increases to- ner and family of the Enon Comricultural Experiment Station turning under vetch
Ghost.
EOT
Atlantic
NEWS!
Pacific,
TAR
for
Now
•finbooribe
munity
bacco yields.
Knoarville
Fulton Stores To
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'Unselfish interest in others is the keynote of happine_ss at Christmastime.
May each gift you receive breathe love
and clev-,tion and bind the ties of home
and friendship more securely.
As for ourselves,we desire to express
our appreciation for your loyalty to us in
1945,and wish you a.Merry Christmas.

—noly nig-4d
Hark! The Herald Angels sing.
with
Once again the air is
song and music ... the music of
the spheres. Once again it's
Christmas with all that this sacred
holiday implies.
We hope that this Christmas
of 1945 will be a truly happy
Christmas for you and yours.

Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Byars
returned here from PennsylThe recent cold weather has have
make their home.
,,,ounded the death knell for many vania to
Vincent has returned
Gransville
workers in this region.
after being overse.as for SC\ Mrs. Stella Nanney, ixho has home
months.
been ill in Haws Hospital several eral
Mr::e. James Robert Browder lett
days is now with her daughter,
Thursday night ,for Memphis to
Mrs. D. J. Jones, and is itriproving
husband, who received his
joinher
slowly.
ischarge from the Navy at Milling- '
Mr. Everette Oliver, a planter of ton.
Drew, Miss., recently bought a
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Hudson, Jimtruck load of hogs _for his tenants my and Betty JO, Mrs. Jewell Buck
Oliver
Tihnon
here. His brother
and Miss Martha Aldridge were in
helped located them for him.
Paducah Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mercer T. Boone
Mr. and Mrs., Edv,in Cannon ancl
and children visited her parents, Max were the dinner guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Finch here, and Mrs. Gene Moody and Dianna
Mr. and Mrs. Finch returned with Lynn Saturday night.
them to their home in Bradford,
Mr. Lon Carr passed away at his
Tenn., for the week end, coming home east of here Thursday. Funehome Monday they stopped over ral services were held at Good
in Martin for a visit with Mr. and Springs Friday with Jackson BroMrs. Chas. Fox.
thers in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Emmett Caldwell entertainMr. and Mrs. Ketv4red Winston
shower
ed with a miscellaneous
and children_ spent Friday night
Mrs.
Friday for her daughter,
wthi Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Winston.
Dolores Hearn, a recent bride.
Mrs. George Gaines of Detroit,
About fifteen ladies were present Mich., is spending the holidays with
and Mrs. Hearn recieved fifty-two parents, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Byars.
lovely presents. Delicious refresh.inents were served, and contests
/
prseented which were won by Mrs.
Ira Dixon, and Mrs. George Croft.
What we have in us of the image
Out of community guests were Mrs.
love of truth and '
Hearn, the grooms mother of Dres- of God is the
—Demosthenes.
justice.
Lola
Mrs.
and
Dixon
Ira
Mrs.
den;
Christ did not simply speak the
Howard of Fulton and Mrs. Clarhe was truth; truth, through
truth;
ence 'Caldwell, aunt of the bride.
and through for truth is a thing not
Mr. Jimmie Clement and Miss
of words, but of life and being. -Peggy Brann were married Sunday
Robertson.
the
of
home
the
at
afternoon
bride,s mother. Only the families
of the bride and groom and a few
close friends were present. They
left immediately for their honeymoon in Shreveport, La.
Among the sick in this region,
Mr. and Mrs. Meakin Nanney, Mrs.
Robert Elliott, Mrs. Martha Watts,
Mrs. Walter Ridgeway with an
epidemic of colds and flu.
Mrs. Duel Williams is enjoying a
visit with her brother whom she
has not seen in eighteen years. He
is on furlough from the navy.
Messrs. Floyd Watts, Ewing Beomon, Willie Hnidon and Mrs. Hindare yisiting relatives here.
Mrs. Clara Oliver spent Sunday
with Mrs. Ruth Finch. A watermelon raised by Mr. Finch was enjoyed in the aftei noon.
Mr. Brooks Oliver has bought
the Walter Ridg,2way farm and
will move to it soon. Mr. Ridgeway has bought the farm, known
e of spirit. Could
as the Leo Kindred farm from Mr.
more for you
wish
we
Frank Parrish and will be at home
this Christmas season
there in the New Year. We.,,we
I glad to have the 'two families still
than its attainment?
in our community.
For your fine coMr. and Mrs. Hearn left Saturand loyalty
operation
Sunday
Tenn.,
Jackson,
day for
to us in 1945 you have
they went to MemPhis and were
leaving Tuesday for San Francisco
our lasting gratitude.
where they will be located for several months.

-ROUTE FIVE

Macon Dale Work of the Army
is spnding a furlough with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Works.
, Billy Brown was disaharged from
! the Army last week and is visiting
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Will

I

BRA NGING BEST
WISHES FOR A

MERRY

CHRISTMAS

We are quite old-fashianed over
here — old-fashioned enough io
know that to merit the confidence
of the entire community every
trcmsaction we make must rest
upon the solid foundation of full
value given.
MaY good old-fa§hioned Christmas cheer brighten for you the
hours of this glorious Yuletkie
season.

thousand andl
Tone waysareofa extending
HERE

the

season's greetings to you, but no

can put into writ:ing,
no words we can frame with our
words we

lips, ring with more sincerity

than the old-fashioned greeting--

Dr. Willie J.
Richardson
Veterinarian

I
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Again may you know the fragrant).
Of hemlock, pine and holly.
Again may friendly voices call
A greeting warm and jolly;
And again may the meaning of
Christmas,
Deep and still more true
Bring faith and hope and gladness
To the hearts of yours and von.

Tlae.re's no place like home when
Christmas comes around, and there's
no time lice right now to wish all
you kindly home folks the merriest
Christmas ever.
It has been a privilege and a pleasure to have served you in 1945, and
we look forward to your continued
friendsh ip.

A.C.Butts&Sons 1
eleaetraInAlhalsaleltialiselsaaliewleilsatalsa,lialhatea.S.),a.atlialarreenalbaSaNisart
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' The long awaited occasion
•
here--CHRISTMAS--end with 4
the opportunity of renewing friendships. We cannot tell you how much
these friendships have meant to as.
We treasure them, every one.
Let us celebrate the Yuletide with
rejoicing and good cheer. Let us
celebrate it with a genuine thankfulness in our hearts fur the blessings that have been ours to erii0y.

Grahaim Fuinture
Company
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THE UNDER.PiUD NAN IN THE best he could du would be to leave
the White House $100,000 in debt,"
WHITEHOUSE
Daniks reports. "For Harry S.
Truman will have to pay in a fourAt $75,000 per year, President year term nearly $200,000 in State
Truman is "the poorest-paid man in and Federal taxes which did
not
the United States," any and all exist when Taft counted his luck
protests to the country, Jonothan and thrift."
Daniels, former White House press
- Under the circumstances, now
secretary, contends in an illuminthat President Truman has reccoating article in Collier's magazine.
mended salary increases for ConIn the days when President Taft.
gress, it's not beyond the realm of
resided in the White House our
possibilities that Congress itself will
natoin's "great boardinghouse"—he
say "tit for tat" and arise the Presboasted of saving $100,000 in four
ident's salary.
years from his $75,000 annual stiIt's a big job, the greatest in the
pend, Daniels deletes. But expenses
obviously have been risen since world, and any man in the post
then—biow Of blows—there is now should certainly be liberated of
personal financial worries.
a heavy income tax.
Out of his $75,000, President Truman has to pay paproximately
346,000 early in income taxes, leaving ;29,000, according to the Collier's article. At a minimum, the
cost of running the White House,
over and above expenses paid by
the taxpayers, is said to be $25,000.
This leaves $4,000 YesAY.
President Truman's home State
of Missouri then taxes him about
$1,000, leaving hizn with only $3,000,
with which he must pay his insurance prernituns, keep up an extensive wardrobe, contribute to the
Democratic Party respqnd to appeals from charity institutions buy
War Bonds etc.
If President Truman lived P.8
Taft did, paying the same for groceries and other necetwities, "the
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Christmas Is ahem a welcome
went *Eh es, for trio reasons:
Frit, because we enjoy the
soirit of friendliness that is aff-preveiling; second. becouse it affords
an appropriate opportunity of mt.
pressing our sincere appreciation
for your valued patronage.
it has, indeed, been a pleasure
to serve you, •nd in sending you
our best wishes for • Merry
Christmas we do so with the hope
that the Christmas season of 1945
will trenscend all of Its predecessors in real happiness for you.

TRI-COUNTY FARMERS
MET AT SOUTH FULTON
A meeting of farmers from Fulton, Weakley and Obion counties
was held Thursday night of last
week at the South Fulton School
to discuss farm problems. This
was the third time farmers of these
counties have come together in a
meeting.
Mr. McMahan, Agriculture teacher of University of Tennessee Junior College, Bartin, talked on,
"The Outlook for 1946 Farm Prowas very
gram." His message
interesting and helpful.
Plans call for more of these
joint meetings between farmers of
th evarious counties in this section.

•

SAWYER'S
MARKET
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To each of us the word Christmas
summons many happy memortes. To
-ome it recalls a ride over the frozen
countryside to grandma's, sleighbells
tinkling all the while. To others it
recalls happy reunions in mirthfilled
living rooms, gay banquets and glowing Christmas trees. But to all it recalls days of charm and endearment,
the happiest days of our lives.

•Measured by the span of!
years, it has been a long,longl
time since that first Christmas
night, but it might have been
but yesterday when we =souse the spirit of kindness which
Christmastime releases.
Christmas means happiness.
and Christmas happiness is to
be shared. We want to sham
our 1945 Christmas happiness
with you.

May you know this happiness in all
its fullness once again, dear friends,
this Christmas season of 1945.

Paul Nailing

THE KEG

Implement Co.
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"MY DEAR FATHER"
find some lady approaching late
middle age to refer to her father
as "my dear father," especially if
the lady in question had never been
married. The dear father was likely to have been a Confederate
soldier, too. That gave the daughter a chance to contrast the evil
present with the good old days,
when her father was typical of the
great souls that have left such unworthy descendants. I fear that
the South has suffered more from
this attitude than from the Civil
War, Reconstruction, and the inability to solve some of its problems. The worship of an imaginary past, instead of nerving descendants to do their part in their
world, often rivets the gaze on
some ilulstrious person who gradually becomes a god to his offspring
and their followers.
The lack of genuine historical
sense is largely responsible for this
worshipful attitude. Most people
of medium education have great
difficulty in imaginng that thirigs
have not always been just as they
are today. Hence the illustrious
ancestors would be just as great today as he appeared to be in his infinitesnal world of yesterday. My
old neighbor who thought that
Stonewall Jackson or Robert E.
Lee could have ended World War
I in three weeks was not alone in
his thinking.
Though a good
lawyer and a friend to the ordinary
man who needs legal services, he
had refused to grow one inch in
his thinking snce Lee's Surrender.
Please let it not be thought that
I, who love to chronicle older happenings, have any brief to make
out for things merely hcause they
are old. Many of the habits and
customs we used to have are as
valid today in the big cities as they
were in Fidelity. Many of them
were puny and regional and sectional and ignorant, and that is the
truth.
Antiquarians, as a class, are funny
folks. They become so enamored
of old things that they refuse to
concede that most of the conditions
that their ancestors lived in would
be preposterous today. Instead of
seeing any age in history in its
setting, with its Imitations, its
eterling values, Its hopeless mediocrities, they imagine that at such
a time all humaniyt that was worth
anything lived perfect lived perfect lives, did noble deeds, said only
sensible thing's. I deal with young
people so much and have so long
associated with genuine students
of science and history that I feel
a sort of shock when I am suddenly thrown with middle-aged and
older people who have not added a
new thought to their poor brains
since the turn of the century. I
could almost imagine some of them
taking the stump to oppose the election of Abraham Lincoln, in the
good year of 1945.

I knovv that it is a little cruel in
me and dreadfully inconsistent
with what I have said above, but
every time some loving descendant spdas on the adultation of ancestors a little too thick, I want to

PILOT OAK
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yates and
children left Saturday for Detroit
after being at the bedside of his
mother, Mrs, Smile Yates whi is
unimprovied.
Jess Hanley from Dukedom has
received his discharge from the
Army.
Robert D. Emerson from the
Navy is home on a furlough.
Bobby Yates has received his
discharge from the Army.
Mary Nell Morris and Bonnie
Hicks called on Mrs. Mary Collins
Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates and Mrs.
B. G. Lowry went to Mayfield
Saturday.
Lots of sickness with the flu is
in our corn.munity.
Mrs. Lexie Floyd spent Monday
afternoon with Mrs. Edith Yates.
DOWN ON THE FARM
There was a net loss of 6,000,000
in farm population on the farms
during the war. But what do you
know? With that tremendous loss
in population the farmers who
stayed on the job increased the

size of their farms 82,000,000 acres
Not only that but the average size
of farms jumped from 174 to 190
acres. How did they do it? Well
go out in. the country and see for
yourself the beautiful display of
tractors and farm machinery that
made it possible to boost production in spite of the fact that farm
machniery was hard to get.
,
It is estimated that very nearly
2,000,000 home boys laid aside their
tools and farm clothes and went to
war. In addition several million
men and women left the farms and
went to work in munitions and production plants. Centain sections
of the country that paid unreasonably small wages to farm help were
deserted by the workers in a sort
of one-man strike movement And
many of them will never return.
However present indications are
the( somewhat near 2,000,000 more
people will be on the farms within
the next 6 months than are today.
At the same time the gradual lifting of restrictions on farm machinery will serve to convince hundreds
of thousands of soldiers that Thomas Jefferson was right when he observed: "The small landholders are
the most precious part of the State."
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rnirOVEST OF HAPPINESS
has ever been Me ultimate goal of
human beings
me find happinew in one vray; some in
another;
1 many never find it at all.

Whatever road you
aay have been taking in your pursuit of
happiness,
may your fondest hope, be
realized during this
Chrietnias season of 1945,
One other thought: we want every one of you to
know that we deeply appreciate everything you have
hoe for us during the past year

Kentucky Utilities Co.
ROBE McKNIGHT, Manager
Earline McKennon
Mignon Wright
Warren Anderson

Orville Smith
Robert Burrow
Hayes Bryant
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a hero there was not a square inch
of screen wire in the whole South,
that most pople still believed that

tuberculosis ("consumption") ran
in families, that malaria was caused
by one's breathing miasmatic vapors from swamps, that the holding
of slaves was in no inconsistent
with democracy or even Christianity. That would violate my plea

Aptif
TO WISH YOU

Uhristmas
t Joarigats
•There will be a halo over t.he
homes of America this Christmas radiating from the new

tilde is the MONK Cd
*111,and.looking down
keig
elf ursine of
who have shows disk'
good
towards vs in.
'
1945, we cane to yoursWe want to tixatk you for
this good will an your post.
and to send just the friendliest of wishes for you.
hombres and cheer at

hope for the world.
That your Christmas season
may be both joyous and happy
is the sincere wish of

Owintigortame.

Jiffy Cab 1
Phone 23

1

REED &IOWEN
DuPont Paints
sod Wall Paper

their setting,
a brief time
the senseless aduhition of ancestorvrorshipers for what they im4ine
the older generation to have beets.
What is past is past To Judge lt
honestly without deifying-ft, to SI*serve as many of its virtues and as
few of its vices as possible, to believe that today and tomorrow are
alo, times as warthy of action as
any past has been--these I conceive to be the purpoee of any
study of past achievements of the
race.

H

I MAAS

for judging things in
but it might stop for

SERVICE NOTES
- Fulton, Ky., R. 3
Dear Santif Clinut:
I am a little girl age 4 arid have
been a very nice girl this year so
please bring me a little writing
desk and chair, washing board and
tub and most of all a billy goat,
and dear Santa please remem
my little brother Lyndell Mike h
is most too small for much FA?,
bring him a teddy bear and a little
wooly dog.
With love,
LitUe Bettie and Mike Anderson.

NEWS!
StilthalliVIMMISOOMMIneenemmemsennui •timIsseribe Now ter THE

CHRISTMAS
IS THE TIME
for friendliness, for the
open house and the
open heart see ins aus

WATER VALLEY
CANNING CO.

a
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in rural regions for children to let
out porridge and beer on Christs Eve to please the Nisse. He'is
rging, however, *ith the popular figue of Santa Claus.

man with a small driun marches of which were first packaged for with apple ziauce, tiara with rages
about the house after the Christ- the armee! torees, according to W. sauce and boned turkey.
4. -4
s. j•
mas dinner, leading/ a procession. C. Star, vice president of the
tits drum is to frighten away any American Can Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Herrin
witches who might have come into
Wednesday morning for San Primcelebrate
the
approxithat
Stolk
sald
Mr.
not
did
Christians
Early
the house during the year. Ile finrisco, Calif., to make their home ter
In Britain the character known
the birthday of Christ. It was not
ally reaches the last room where the mately 1,298,00 cans of food open- the present.
is
supposed
Christmas"
"Father
as
of
the
Decby
residents
ed
annually
that
until the Fourth century
Christmas tree stands, laden with
the county undoubtedly will be
ember 25 came to be accepted as to be a \Christian version of this presents.
The
of
the
fields.
spirit
ancient
largely increased with tlee arrival
the presumed anniversary of the
Mexican Christmas.
of the new postwar items. It will
great event. In that year Pope Dutch Sinter Klass, or St. Nicholas,
preta
is
Eve
Christmas
Mexican
be no trick at all, he said. for a
Gregory V set this day officially. is still recognizable as the good
and
religious
the
of
combination
housekeeper to put together a
"Lord of Misrule" led the frolick- bishop of Myra in Dutch playa but ty
is
There
festive observance.
three or four course meal by making, parading and carol singing. This he too is being absorbed in the the
dance in every villiage until mid- ing use of the conned foods she
CreomuLsion relieves promptly leHis intention was partly to absorb more popular version of Santa a
the stoke of twelve the should shortly find on grocery mute it goes right to the seat of Illet
the old pagan festivity of the re- Claus, the fat, red-coated little man night. At
trouble to help loosen and expel germ
play a mystical sacred shelves.
turning of the sun (the winter sol- with the big bag of presents. This musicians
laden phlegm, and aid nature to nsuthe
in
converges
everyone
and
melody,
Gersouth
a
Claus
is
and heal raw,tandernstiamed twoneldel
sticte on December 22 in a Christ- idea of Santa
Among the new foods he listed mucous membranes.'Fell your
of the "nacirniento," or crib
i
=
ian feast. A number of pagan cele- man interpretation. In other parts front
seU you•bottle of Creomulait
Then the oldest wo- are such items as canned ham- to
the tmderstanding you swat kits 16a
brations overlapped in this maztner of Germany the dispenser of gifts representation.
cockers,
seafood
bacon,
canned
of
way it quickly allsYs.thf cOuga ar low
picks up the image
during the first centuries of Christ- is "Dame Bertha." The custom of man present
are to have your money nem
hanging up stockings comes from the Christ Child and marches slow- tails and salads in cans, as well as
ianity.
ly to the church, followed by all a long list of meats new to a can,
Italy.
In Great Britain, for instance, the
the villagers. They enter the church among them chicken stew with For Coughs, Clint Colds, ItmodInk
foolthe
general
has
developed
Switzerland
and
period of pranks
for the midnight mass. When this dumplings, beef and gravy, pork
descendcustom of parading from house to
ishness is supposed to have
is over, the dancing and revelry,
ed from the Saturnalia of pagan house and singing carols in a pic- complete with fireworks, recomBorne. Only a few Britons follow turesque way. Costumes are re- mences, and lasts until dawn.
markable. Young men and women
this jolly old custom.
Members of the Orthodox Greek
wear headdresses r ep resenting
Navity Plays.
who cling to the old style
rhurch,
so
and
mountains,
ships,
houses,
The Santa Claus tradition reprecelebrate Christ's birthcalender,
bells
tinkle
sents the combining of a number of forth. Huge sleigh
day on January 6. Many people in
widely differing relics of old super- 'rom their waists and shoulders.
Greece, Serbia,"Romania and other
stitions and beliefs. The northern These Swiss carolers also have a peBalkan states, as well as many
on
Christused
only
culiar
dance
tirnes
tian
Europeans in pre-Chris
bleong to the Orthodoz
Russians,
in
as
Eve.
In
Switzerland,
mas
ztnd
believed in a spirit of woods
Christmas feast
Their
.7hurch.
countries,
European
southern
other
fields who had to be placated now
with a bowl of
begins
traditionally
childgood
to
are
brought
and then, or he would ruin the the gifts
which is a combination of
harvests. This being was lmown ren, not by Santa Claus, but by the "kutya"
honey, ground poppy seed
in Norway as the "Nisse," and by Christ Child, who comes from the wheat,
Mushroom soup, fruit,
pecans.
and
sleigh.
fairy
a
in
North
Pole
Scandinaother
in
various names
are also served. A
nuts
and
fish
old
an
vllliages
In many German
vian countries. It is still a custom
small layer of hay is spread under
the table cloth to show htunility
for Christ's birth in a stable. Polish
111111100100001WWWWWW0110111111Weratina
And now comes another Christmas to be
people also follow this last custom.
So every country and every disadded to your score of memories. We hope this
trict often has its own special ways
United
The
Christmas.
keeping
of
1
-21t
Christmas of 1945 wilr be a very enjoyable one-States, being composed of people
`rom everywhere, has received cusa truly happy one—fulfilling all the fine traditoms from every people, and has
• -6
altered
and
liked,
adppted those it
tions of Christmas.
them to fit the Aznerican style. So,
it has been with Santa Claus, the
Christmas tree, holly arid mistletoe,
Accept our hearty thanks for the pleasant
the Christmas plays and caroLs, the
has
ng
menus—everythi
luscious
business associations of the past Year. Once
been gladly taken over, with thanlcs
that
peoples
again we say
to the many nations and
have bequeathed them to us.

TRADMONS AND CUSTOMS
ABE BEQUEATHED BY ANCIENT WO

-qtr

Beware Coughs
from common colds
That Hang On

Santa Claus would never geti
Clown the chimney with our
load of good wishes for a
Merrr Christmas to the
people of this community.
because he just couldn't
squaws, through.

1

You've been mighty good
fo us and we apprecinte it
beyond words. We want you
to enjoy Christmas this season of 1945 as never before.

GARDNER'S
STUDIO
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We Thank You

The prevailing spirit of gool
win embraces us all durinl
this joyous season. We. too,
want to extend to you personatly our hearty good
wishes for an exceptionalfy

"Merry Christmas"

111111011011001.11111111110111111101100$ WITH PEACE CIVILIAN
CAN ANTICIPATE NEW
CANNED FOODS SOON
All during 1945 we have been
Now that the postwar era has bestoring up our _gratitude to
come a reality with the downfall
the people of this conuntmity,
of Japan, citizens of Fulton county
orward to dramatic des
:
e
as they hay.°wok in dam
4""v
in canned fooclw many
ter day. Now that Chr

*Of far greater value,
dsan the most precious
jewel or tbe most costly gift is happiness and
peace of spirit. Could
we wish more for you
this Christ' mas SeiL1013
than its attainment?

ettli

fULTON SHOE SHOP
w. C. Forrester, Prop.
•••-•

is here it is time to make

For your fine oooperation and loyalty
to us in 1945 you have
our lasting gratitude.

delivermw lilsAggw4iiitotapea,:
-4,W.,-"-Wq11,11EvLre
. . . our gratitude to you in
one great big wish for a big,
happy, merry Christmas.

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

LOWE'S CAFE

S. P.
Moore WARREN'S
& Co. Jewelry Store

PEACE ON EAR.TH•GOOD WILL
.•-•TOWAR.D ALL M EN•••
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lutistmas
!NARK THE HERALD
ANGELS SING'
mare we amesame is
happy revokes is celebrate
tie age-iild tradition ot ChristNUM Short though the days.
kog though the sigh* 010
glowing background of Christ.
awe makes an hear* BOW.
RecallIng now the happy
relationships al 1045 we wish
You the choicest Mombasa this
hely sasessi ea• Warw.
00011

CITY MEAT
MARKET
161110300001;714)00/0*

4
124hw
IW:
.ith Santa Clansgh
ands w
thil
thought comes to mind:
We would hie our expression ef appreciation for your patronap to be a hearty
shake of the hand for each ef you. As we
seem to be denied this opportunity, please
accept this, while a substitute for a handshake, as no lees sincere in wishing you a

HERE are a thousand and
Tone
ways of extending the
season:s greetings to you, but no
words we can put into writing,
no words we can frame with our
lips, ring with more sincerity
than the oldiaskinned greetiet—

MERRY 01111STMAS
TO YOU

NAP-Pir—CHRISTMAS

GARGUS
SHOE SHOP

Fry's Shoe Store
Fulton, Kentucky
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SHOPPERS ARE EAGER
in West Plains, Mo., according to neck to fill it out, then fasten the I 14 to 18 pounds, 300 degrees, 4 P•laismosisaisancatansannismintasimistneasriPnlanaanc•tatts
X BETTER, GOODS informatigweived here this week neck Skill to the baek with a skew- to 41-2 hours.
.40-"ss-ai
' 18 pounds, 300 degrees, 4 1-2 to
aio;‘,48.4V4d tifor , ',Aber
3. Stuff the cavity well without 5 hours.
en'conitheiillIt rrn ay a -nein"(
20 pounds, 900 degrees, 5 to 6
The former Fultonian was en- packing too tightly. Lift wing up
the purchase of Victory merchandise during the world war, buyers 4a.ged in the drug business here for and out, forcing the tip back until hours.
/1 no not sear, do not add water,
are eagerly awaiting the coming of several years selling his drug store it rests flat against the neck skin.
new and better goods, it was point- to W. W. Evans in 1920. He went
4. L.ace abWatninal qp•in.ing wjtk do not cover.
9. If cloth dries slightly during
ed out here this week by one of to West Plains to enter the coca- skewers and still* to*Nold in tlie
cola bottling and ice business with dressing, and then ti eelgs together -oak ing, moisten with fat from
Fultcm's enterprising merchants.
bottom of pan. If breast meat
Individuals are looking forward his sons, Samuel and Henry Paris, and fasten to tail.
browns too slowly, turn bird when
to the day when they may pur- and son-in-law, Richard Rice
thoroughly
5. Grease the ,
it is about three-fourths done.
chase such items as electrical dewith melted or r
ned cooking
10. To test for doneness, press
the home, underwear
VICO{ for
TURKEY TALK FOR BRIDES
fat, and then place bird with
fleshy part of drumstick with fingshirts. footwear, suits, long-handle
breast down on rack in shallow
underwe'ar. new automobiles, furMany a bride will be preparing pan to permit heat to circulate ers protecting them with cloth or
paper. The meat should feel soft.
niture for the home, labor-saving her first Christmas dinner this around it
Or move drumstick up and down
sire eagerly awaiting the coming of year, turkey holding th center of
6. Cover the, top and sides of If the leg joint gives readily or
interest. It is no trick at all to
etc.
bird with a fat-moistened cloth, breaks, the turkey is done.
pmnands for merchandise by the have a rich, brown, juicy bird, say
preferably a cealn white cheeseAS the light of Christmas again brightens
American public are so heavy that food experts at the Kentucky Colcloth.
" our faces and lightens our hearts, we
3
it will take many months to catch lege of Agriculture and Home EcoSorrow comes soon enough with7. Place bird in a preheated oven
up, wheu "strikes are abandoned, nomics. A secret is to use a low
despondency. It does a man no
out
him our thoughts from ourselves to help
and production again goes into temperature, assuring better flav- and cook seconding to tirnetable.
good to carry around a lightning-rod
to
2
degrees,
326.
pounds,
10
to
8
others. For this is the Spirit that first saw the
higb speed.
or and appearance and less shrinkto attract trouble. —Aughey.
,
age and loss of juices. In such a 3 1-2 hours.
light
of dcry in a stable crt Bethlehem, two.,
window
the
at
in
conies
1-2
3
Doubt
326.degrees,
10 to 14 pounds,
process, the bird requires no watHENRY PARIS, iPORMER
when inquiry is denide at the door.1
hours.
4
to
thousand
cover.
Years age• - and."1101/cli iNe.r4rri.
or
basting
DEES
er,
FULTON DRUGGIST,
1. Rub,the cavity with salt, one4.2'
since.
(hired
ever
Henry Paris, former Fulton drug- iighth teaspoon per pound of bird.
Mcry
cmd
God
bless
you
and
protect
yOtir
2. Put enough stuffing in the
gist, died December 9, at his home

- :spegt ,v/imtcr`y,',6

'ear,
eigokot7elr,

dear ones cmd bring happiness to your
home this Christmas season.
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Christmas is here. And once more we find
ourselves at a loss for words to express how we
feel about your loyalty to us during 1945. But
we know you will understand.
We wish for you and your family the best of

FULToPl WALL PAPER
and OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
•

.......

Weelleintraellielee

Our entire personnel joins in wishing Ci,ristrnas joy to those whom we
have served, cmd to others as well.
Accept our sincere thcmks for the
privilege of being of help in making
this Christmas of 1945 truly merry.

Merry Christmases, and the best that this happy
,tasons can bnag in both msterial and spiritual
Vennings.

-Bennett's Cafe

GULF SERVICE STATION

It is the time, too, for
us to greet our friends,
to thank them for *air

Corner Carr and State Line

consideration of us,
and to wish them all a
very Happy Christmas.

4

THE TICKET WE'D
*

Ar...

LIKE TO WRITE
so
FOR Wa

The Coffee 0.0

0%6
•

•
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•
. 'A
RebetRoute!
ticket for you,-our friends alonelhe
illolidsiy Season!
A ticket to Christmas cheer, a joyous
cooperation
Please accept our gratitude for your fiule
Pledgepf old-time
during the troubious days, and our
Peat*
Gulf Transport Service as we enter a new erste(

In this community of good follows,
wham *tech helps share the °times happiness and all citwdwir part towards making
Christmaiisogon enjoyable for midi
orml overyomadt is a Owns** to bo in a
position to servo you. We take great plot'sum

ea/As/von'

•

A

vrishing you a Merry Christmas.

BALDRIDGE'S
5c and 10c Store
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Hy LILLIAN AUSTIN
licelurc

Newsoaper Syndicate.
WNI7 Features.
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we see litde boys and girls shaki
ing hands with Santa Claus thiq
thought comes to mind:
We would like our expression of appreciation for your patronage to be a hearty
shake of the hand for each of you. As we
seem to be denied this opportunity, please
accept this, while a substitute for a handshake, as no less sincere in wishing you a

HAPPY CHRISTMAS

NEW OWL DRUG STORE
HUNDR,EDS OF GIFTS IN GOOD TASTE
We Deliver

Phone 460

Lake Street
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*Stealing over the countryside is the bleord
peacefulness of Christmastime. The Very air
seems charged with it. Even the birds--what
few remain--appear to share in the general
rejoicing that has come over the world.
We earnestly hope that this Christmas season of 1945 will bestow unusual blessings
upon you and yours ... that it will bring to
your home the soft glow that even Christmas
tree lights cannot bequeath—the full joy of
Quistmai seasons long past but forever
remembered. May such a Christolas be yours!

Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.
asG•

.1%

A

It

1°one
amd
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YULETIDE
'tet not one heart be sad todrf,
May every child be glad and gob
God bless thy chilciren. gnat and
small,
In lowly hut or castle hall,
And may each soul keep festival
At Christmastime."
We wish di of our
friends a

MERRY,MERV CHRISTMAS

I

Evans Drug Co.

UM PAYTON felt compassion tor
%/the small, grief-stricken boy who
had come to him seeking aid. "Get
hold of yourself, Benny, and tell me
what's happened." he advised.
"They stole Daisy," Benny managed to say between sobs.
"Who did?" Jim prompted.
"Them new folkses on the BerkThe nearness of Y ule ley place. They was lookin' at her
tide is unmistakable. Whelas' night, and they say they wants
ther snow festoons the fir
to buy and I's scared then they's
trees or whether earth still
fixin' to swipe her. When I come
awaits its mantle of white,
from school they is talkin' to my
woods and fields. city and
pop 'bout a barbecue up to their
place tonight, and this mornin'
town breathe Christmas
she's gone and Pop say he don't
Christmas an dits spirit of
know nothin"bout it, but he do.
kindness.
She's over there, I see her and I tell
'em she's rny pig and they laugh
and say, 'Call the sheriff.' They
We sincerely hope that
know he ain't listen to me and iffen
t h e Christmas season of
he do Daisy's gonna be et time he
1944 will be richer for you,
git here."
fuller, and more satisfying
"We'll see about that right now,"
Jim promised.
than for many a year, and
thankyoufor twelve
Backing the truck over the narrow culvert into the highway, Jim
months of very pleasant rerecalled that agonizing moment
lations.
weeks before when Baby Sue had
toddled into the driveway behind
him and Helen came running from
the porch screaming, "Stop! Stop!"
and he jammed on brakes. Benny
idling near had seen the danger and
dragged the little one to safety.
In gratitude to the boy for his
courage and foresight, Jim had offered him anything he desired and
that was when the black and white
shoat changed hands and became
iitieteadlnet Daisy. Since that day the thin
youngster never left their door hun
gry. Jim and Helen' had even attempted the reformation of Bill
Reed, Benny's father.
"You're to let me do the talking,"
Jim explained before they r,ached
the Berkley place.
"Yes, sir." Benny held his head
high, proud of his importance in
having a friend like Mr. Payton.
To Benny it was amazing the way
white folks did things. Mr. Payton
merely said he had come for Benny's pig, then loaded her and drove
off. "Mr. Jim, they ain't make no
trouble, 'cause they's scared of you,
but dat ain't gonna keep 'ern frvm
doin' it kgain."
"You can stop worrying," Jirn assured him. "We don't tolerate
thieves in this neighborhood. They'll
be moving on as soon as-the owner
learns of the trouble they've made.
s.nd rn see to that personally this
afternoon."
Jim put Daimy back with his own
it
hogs until it vrould be safe to take
on earth
. . . and
her to Reed's place again. He
peace, good will towouldn't allow Benny to go home
but kept him occupied all day, and
wards men."
after supper he put up a cot for
the boy in the garage.
Benny hadn't been asleep long
And to each of you
when his father canto looking for
him. He knocked at the door of the
who read this message
screened-in porch and removed his
that enraptured haphat when Helen came out of the
piness which comes
kitchen. "'Scuse me, Miss Helen,
I's
a lookin' for Benny," he said
only at CHRISTMAShumbly.
TIME.
"I'm really sorry for you, Bill,"
she told him, "but we've tried to
help you and you wouldn't listen to
us. I'm afraid Benny isn't your boy
now."
"Row come he ain'tt He belong
to me. Ain't nobody got a right to
take him."
"Oh, ysa they hays. Bill. The state •
can take any child, ff he's not getting proper care."
sin was frightened. "Honest, Miss
Helen, I ain't never raise my hand
to that young !tm, and does you
ho'p me get him back I ain't mess
no mo' wif new folkses till I know
is they trash or is they aint."
*
otal A Sae,
t
"I wish we could help you, Bill,
but I'm afraid it's out of our hands
now."
"What they do wif him?" Bill
asked haltingly.
"Take him to the orphans' home.
But you needn't fret. Some nice
family trill adopt him, people who'll
appreciate a bright boy like Benny."
Bill's shouklers drooped as he
'bullied hopelessly away.
'I'm out ad polka!' with the
fold Pin. 'still.I can't
•
aera
asleep. I
the
child
to
suffer
weiddiet want
tor his father's shortcomtnia."
In the garage .Tirn looked at the
empty cot. His guest had vanislted.
gall ow die dose of so-,
"I..intagine be beard the conversabetter
tion and went home but
other year, we desire
make sure," he told Helen.
*0 express sr deep
Everything wu qtdet at Reed's
shack, and Bill's face was expresappreciation of your
sionless as he looked straight at
good will and friendJim and declared lot had not S/900
Benny since morning.
ship, and to wish for
"It's too bad he ran away from
you during tbe Christyou after we'd made up our ntinds
mas season of 1945 all
to give you one more chance," Jim
said loudly.
the better things that
"I's here, Mr. Payton." Benny
ducked under his father's elbow and
life affords.
bobbed up on the doorstep, facing Jim.
"So you arel" Jim pretended surprise. "Couldn't you have told us
you were leaving, Benny?" he
asked.
"Nes. sir, but l's scared when
she say strange folks is gonna get
me. Pop say he be good now, but
iffen he do*Hp some I cain't leave
him," he explained, "'caw, be's

Mel Simons I
VULCANIZING
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4Saiate
to our friends and a big hearty Christmas wish to yon all, this noerry, merry
Christmas season.
Looking back over the year calls to
mind our greatest souree of pleasure hes
been our contact with folks like you.

City National Bank

TOWStING WYE A CARE-SOUND WORLD IS THI
CAREFREE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS. INDEPENDENT 011
1144E, INDEPENDENT OF PLACE, INDEPENDENT ON
CIRCUMSTANCE, IT EMERACES ALL NONE CAN
ESCAPE ITS MAGIC SPELL
FOR YOUR k4ANY EVIDENCES OF GOOD WILL

*4

MI5 VIE SINCERELY THANK YOU.

3WayPoolRoom
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As the Shadows
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DeMYER

DRUG CO.

)1211001);210014110allit all lax"
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A GOOD WAY to keep Christmas
wea is to bring joy to everyone we CAM nig,we believe, is the
spirit of this cornmtmity ... ooe
of the important reasons why living here affords such genuine
pleasure.
To you who have stood by us so
faithfully during die year 1945 we
wish a whole world of happiness
pressed into this Christmas season.
Merry Christmas to you and to
every member of your family.

Smith's Cafe
"Red" Dalton, Manager

•
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and tell them to paddle their canoe. employes were ieleased.
Tuesday.
We are going to help the Filipinos
Joe Murdock remains about the
establish their own government, , investigation going on in Wash- same at his home in Boycisville.
Allie Melton, Lynnville merchant
and that program is progressing as ington, shows that the Executive
heads of the Government had not is seriously
rapidly as possible.
only days, but weeks of warnings,
Mr. Luther Bowen passed away
before the attack on Pearl Har- at
his home in Bell City last week.
Reorganization
bor.
Even
Army
of
the
and
GovernNavy
"top
Arm Davis died at the home of
hats"
had
plent
Hawaii
of
noOn our next Fourth of July . the ment is a much discussed subject,
Arthur Warren Friday.
1Pkilippines will become indepen- particularly. in Washington. Presi- tice. You know the rest of the
Cecil Alderice and Dorothy Caldstory art well as anybody else. The well
were married Sunday at Maydent, in accordance with acts of the dent Truman asked for powers to
a
blame
i
e
spree
U3 80
Congress of the United States. Those streamline the overlapping execu- will fade into: Give 'er up, give field.
tive branches of the Federal maFrank McClure and Coy Dublin
acts were passed several years ago chine
six months ago. First shot out l'er up!
are putting in a hammer mill at
and ratified by further Congress- di the box was word from Congress
Boydsville.
ional authority on June 29, 1944. asking hte Presidnet to exempt the
How we do grow. The U. S.
Willie Taylor has lumber on the
In the last 47 years, since the Veterans Adipinistration, the Mari- Bureau of Census announces that wound to build a new dwelling
Philippines were taken during the time Conunission and other impor- the population of the Nation is "hriuse.
Spanish-American war, a beutiful twit branches of the Government now more than 140 million which
Robert Taylor of Fulton spent
friendship has grovm between the machine. About the only stream- is an increase of more than 8,330,- Saturday night with his mother
and
!Filipinos and the American people. lining has been the State Depart- 000 since 1940.
brother.
We aren't going to push them aside, ment where hundreds of surplus
Earl Paschall and wife spent
Monday night with Rudy Hall and
womenpapmei All the schemes for prosperity—
family.
what we have to do in the interA Mery Christmas and Happy
national field, in our /domestic ecNew Year.
onomy, and so on—and all the
ideas we are hearing about are
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
based on one premise, which is
that you can disregard the fundaThe Industry-Labor Conference,
mental wealth of a country and
recently concluded in Washington,
of
many
Too
prosperity.
still have
issued a statement putting the delethese schemes are based on some
gates on record on agreeing that
arbitrary plan for managing money
there should be "no discrimination
,of settling our accounts by activi- in employthent
due to race, color,
ties based on currency values. creed or sex."
This adds heavily
What
done.
be
cannot
just
Now that
to the rapidly accumulating evithing
only
the
on,
we must count
dence that in America the princiwe can use for sound, enduring ple is recognized that the right to
prosperity is real wealth; and real
a job in any given instance is dewealth can only be created in one termined only
by the worker's
fundamental way. All the new
ability to fulfill the requirements
things
the
an
and
theories
economic
of it.
we are hearing from politicians-Previous pronouncements to this
naor
international
When Snow Lies Softly
whether it be
effect by Catholics, Protestants
tional—are not worth anything un- and
Jew:. and now by top repreon the Hill
less we can back up our plans with sentatives of industry and labor—
fundamental wealth.
just about annihilates the charge
Now, when the fir wees wear
that the fight for fair employment
nathis
for
time
Perhaps it is
white collars, when the birds
practices is "conununistically_ - inthe
to
attention
tion to pay more
spired."
_
malce tiny stitches in the stiow
state of its fundamental wealth
But these pronouncements from
and our footprints hurry towards
and to the establishment of con- such reputable and
undeniably
ditions which will induce a con- American 'sources do more. For
the warmth of home and the
tinuation of the production of
they are the living assurance that
fundamental wealth, a large porcompanionship of loved ones,ies
Americans of this generation have
farm
the
from
tion of which comes
time to svish ad our friends the
not forgotten the great moral
rather titan to continue crn its pro- principles governing human confullest joys of the Christmas
jected course of a managed econ- duct upon which the Republic was
omy through a managed currency. founded. They indicate also that
season. So, hello everybody ...
responsible people in this country
and Merry Christmas!
LYNNVILLE
are determined that American
practice conform more and more
Christmas is just around the cor- with the ,fundarnental professions
ner. With the war over many will of Americanism.
spend Christmas at honae for the
Better than all this the evidence
forst time in several years.
is at hand to show that a growing
Farmers are almost through ga- body of opinion is taking shape
thering their corn and waiting for agtinst the repetition here of the!
catistrophe -that
overwhelmed
tobacco stripping season.
Rudy Hall killed three nice hogs wheimed Europe when it succurnb-

PARISIAN

ed to the racial and religious hatred of the Nazi philosophy.
In short, Americans reading the
reports that come from the trial of
war criminals at Nurembzurg, are
learing how destructive hate and
ra.ce prejudice can be. They are
learning that the Nazi program to
exterminate the Jews issued at last
in orders to destroy systematically
prisoners taken on the Eastern
Front whom the Nazis classified as
belonging to "inferior races." They
are learning that these orders were
ultimately extended to cover the
liquidation of the Polish
gencia, clergy, and nobility—that
finally they included the liquidation of British commandos captured in battle. (New York Times,
12-1-45.)

Americans are finding out how
hate and prejudice, tried out fully
in Europe, works. And, in substonce, they are saying—We do not
wa.i, that here. It is anti-Christian It is un-Amercian. We de
want it here. We do not want
it in employment, in our homes.
our offices, on our farms, in our
churches--or anywhere else. We
are going back to God's moral law.
to his charity and juittice--back to
the basic Amerimin principle at
liberty and justice for all. We are
going to rebuild America on that.
We are going to make America a
land of opportunity and growth for
every man and woman who wins
to make good—arid this, irrespective of race, religion, or national
origni.

Christmas Is All of These
Christmas is the good will shared at
the family hearth', the carol sung to,
gether; the candle in the window, tilt
glowing faces gathered around the
festive board. And it is much more
--ever so much more!
We cannot begin to put into words
all that Christmas is, nor begin to
express how ardently we wish for you
the complete enjoyment of Christmas.
So, all we can say to you,kind friends,
is Merry Christmas To You.

LAUNDRY
CLEANERS

brislings
PEACE ON EARTH -GOOD WILL
••• TOWARD ALL MEN•••

EVERY HOLIDAY has its
significance, but none can compare with
CHRISTMAS. It is the one time of the
year when self-seeking gives way to selflessness, and are united in one common
attitude of good will towards our fellowmen.

bur entire personnel joins in wishing Christmas joy to those whom we
have served, cmd to others as well.
Acc-ept our sincere thcmks fpr the
privilege Of being of help in making
this Christmas of 1945 truly merry.

A Merry Christmas To All!
It gives us much pleasure to wish our friends and customers our heartiest best wishes for a Merry Christmas.
We salute the homemakers of America ... the women who
have done so much to bring peace in the world. Let us convey our sincere appreciation of their cooperation with us
as a home store. We have striven to provide merchandise
and service that is pleasing to the homemakers of Fulton
and vicinity, and now we feel that we shall be able to provide even better service and more merchandise than ever
before since the coming of peace.
Our Christmas greeting to every man, woman and
child in this community ... a greeting as warm and hearty
—we hope— as if it were made to each in person with a
friendly smile and a shake of the hand.

FULTON
ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
Walnut Street

Ernest Lowe, Manager

Fulton, KY.
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killtRISTMAS
To One And All
rtHILDREN looking out
••••• of the window at a desolate landscape try to catch
a glimpse of a mythical
sleigh drawn by mythical
reindeer. But there is naught
that is mythical about the
sp,irit of Christmas that
transforms the commonplace.
That Christmas of 1945 may
be for you the happiest
Christmas of all is our sincere wish.

present and sending gifts were:
and Jews among those taking an acMesdames Lola Howard. Robert tive part in the direct solicitation of
Irvan, Clarence Caldwell, Ben Gol- funds and in advertising on the
9RANN-CLEMENT
KimberMrs. G. W. Braun of 'Route 3 den,, Neuman Croft, Karl
conduct of the campaign.
Min Coffman, G.
7ulton, Ky., announces the marri- lin, Edd
Nb religious line is drawn. The
D/3Era
twin,
W,
Croft...Evelat
age of her daughter Peggy, to
Muzzell, interdenominational support which
lieftr
Jimmy Clement, son of Mr. and 1"
Doil has been pledged the project takes
Mrs. J. J. Clement of East State Prank Parrish, Will McConnell,
Phillips, Walter Henderson, James no notice that the origional sponsorLine Road.
Haygood Brooks Oliver J. J. Cle- ship of the hospital came from amThe double ring ceremony was
ment Orton Oliver. Will Finch, Roy ong the Baptists.
read by Rev. Joe F. McMinn at the
Nabors, Dean Terrell, Julis Tiwker,
This is as it should be, and it is
home of her mother on December
Karl Kindred, Curt Muzzell, Walter not surprising that all religious
16th at 2 p.m., in the presence of a
Ridgew•ay Norman Harris Edwin groups are
among
represented
few relatives and friendst Miss
Cannon, Charles Lamb, Martin those recommending that the fund
Edna Earl Midyett of Oxford,
Moon, Harry Watts, J. M. Jones, for the hospital be raised.
Miss., was maid of honor. Mr.
Neal Ward. H. V. Garver, W. P.
They have found that Baptist
George Finch, friend of groom atBrown, Wayne A. Lamb, Robert hospitals operate without regard to
tended as best man.
Rucker, George Hearn, Herman
The bride wore a dress suit of Hearn, Richard Rose, Tom Nabors. religious belief and that its doors
.of race.
light blue wool jersey with brown Walter Perementer, H. V. Garner, are open to all, regardless
know that
accessories. Her corsage was pink Misses Margaret Ann Coffman, Lin- class or creed. They also
the hospital would be a non-profti
roses.
da Kay Muzzell, Jean Cannon. Peg- making institution, and that
all
Miss Midyett wore a suit of light
Brann, Thelma Golden, Mable revenues would be turned back into
green with black accessories. Her Ca vender, Charleen Swann, and
the betterment of its facilities and
corsage was white carnations.
Bettie Ridgeway.
for service to those who cannot
Immediately after the ceremony
pay.
the two tier wedding cake was
INTERDENOMINATIONAL
Furthermore, their investigations
cut by the bride. Afterwards the
SUPPORT FOR THE HOSPITAL have shown them that a new hoscouple lef,j Aar rs. wedding ,trip to
ptial is needed to serve west KenLouisiana aneteitas.
If you have been following the utcky. More htan 100,000 families
They will make their home on
stories about the organization of the in 24 counties and adjoining states
East State Line Road.
campaign to raise $500,000,000 for are faced with the jmmediate need
the West Kentucky Baptist Memor- of a fully equipped modern hospitHOUSEHOLD SHOWER FOR MR. ial Hospital, you may have been al, to supplement the services renAND MRS., WARREN HEARN _
struck by the fact that the sponsor- dered by those splendid hospitals
A household shower was given ship of the project has been broad- we now have.
This is a commtmity project of
Friday afternoon in honor of Mr. ened far beyond the wope of the
and Mrs. Warren Haem, at the single denomination represented in the character that can be supported by all because it merits the suphome of ;Ars. Hearn's parents, Mr. its name.
There are Protestants, Catholics. port of all.
and Mrs. Emmett Caldwell. Those
•
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Time To Hang Up
Your Stocking
*One of

the biggest
items in your Chrisunas
stocking this Yule season
of 1945 will be our note
of thanks to you and our
wish for the biggest,
merriest, happiest Christmas you have ever bad.

HOP'S

THE LEADER
STORE
Lunch Room
etwooftworaftrea otweetira-Daam-A-24).

•SOClET Y

Bak/
Chichi

AS toads,Wee& U.S. started erdett• tate. two sad
Weed-tested.
A. rrovrd.
raises.
weeks old. rriree ir.s ht. Aloe Beta!
ter,*
NATCH61111
FRECCATALOG,Write: 1111.1eltUOSIT
In Waal.IMAM STREET•1..eXINUMN. SINTUCK
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Home Remedy
For Relieving fineries of

CHILD'S COLDS

The modem tzar/rani treatment most
young mothers use to relieve discomforts of children's adds
... muscular sorenersor
nns,coughing, irate
in tapper bronchial
..is Vicks Va, Rub.So easy to me. You
just rub it on—and right aw4Y biesocd
relief starts to come as ViipK,ub

:i

/91,1/1774frifar
to upper bronchial
tubes with its special
medicinal vapors
srfAIIt/Zoirres
chest and back
surfaces like a
warming poultice
Often by morning most of the misery
ofthe cold is gone. Raneinber this...
ONLY VAPORUB Gives You this
special penetrating-ethnulating action.
It's time-tested, home-proved, the best
knovm home remcdy for relieving
nr series of colds.ViSffigl

US
MOM EACH OF
TO ALL OF YOU

fitittitrOVVVVVVEMIC WOCCOCKftert000(te

I DAY

ETI N GS
Today's grownups are only yesterday's

children

who

once

stood before a fireplace on the
LOYALTY works both ways.
You have been loyal to us,
and sve are loyal to you.
To you, our friends. who halm
so helped us to make 1945
successful, we send the friendliest of

CHRIST'MAS
GREETINGS

HILTON
HATCHERY

Christmas Eves of the past, or

enten.!
Hear That horn! Hear Hutt
excitement in the air, that
laughter! It's Christmas,
neighbor, the most hopeful Christmas in years!
Imbued with this buoyant spirit of hope we express our wish for a genuine Merry Christmas to all
our friends and patrons.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE
CO.

who, just. before Christmas,
were as good as they could be.
The heart of the Christants
season is friendship and eternal
youth, and we could not ask for
finer frierids than ours. It makes
us happy to greet all our friends
this Christtnas season of 1945
with the best of Yuletide

There's no place like home wises
Cluistmas comes around, and there's
no time like right now to wish all
you kindly home folks the merriest
Christmas ever.
It has been a privilege and a pleas
ure to have served you in 1945, and
we look forward to your continued
friendship

wishes.

JONES
Auto Parts Co.

KENTUCKY HARDWARE
and IMPLEMENT CO.
FULTON, KENTUCKY

241,044Maili-X7471041* 84014-Waatkiltakkjei
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ST.N IFCRA LAS
As the light of Christmas again brightens
our faces and lightens our hearts, we turn our
thoughts from ourselves to help others. For this
is the spirit that first saw the light of day in a
stable at Bethlehem, two thousand years ago,
and which has endured ever since.
May God bless and protect you and your
dear ones and bring happiness to your home this
Christmas season.

KIRKLAND'S I
JEWELER

Unselfish interest in others is the key-

uote of happiness at Cluistmastime.
May each gift you receive breathe love
and dew•tion and bind the ties of home
and friendship more securely.
As for ourselves,we desire to express
our appreciation for your loyalty to us in
1945,and wish you &Merry Christmas.

*Stealing over the cOuntryside isahe blessed
peacefulness of Christmastime. The very air
seems charged with it. Even the birds--what

few remain—appear to share in the general
rejoicing that has come over the world.
We earnestly hope that this Christmas season of 1945 will bestow unusual blessings
upon you and yours . . . that it will bring to
your home the soft glow that even Christmas
tree lights cannot bequeath—the full joy of
Christmas seasons long past but forever
remembered. May such a airistmas be young!

P.
T.
Jones
CHAS. W. BURROW
Coal
Real Estate and Auctioneer
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small domes and were snaggled in
the dark foliage of olive trees. Fig
The little village of Bethlehem, groves
and vineyards adorned the
hardly more than a half mile wide,
rocky terraces close by. It was a
and only a single street in length land
which held many sa,cred
bed houses of white stone with
meinories. There was the spot

0-

a.
sr

mon
AMAMI:ET of snow on the moll,
and stillness and warmth

IS peace

and firelight, the lovely litter of Christmas on the living room floor. Certainly
there's a Santa Claus, and as me wish
you a Merry Christmas we add dila
wish for good measure: May good old
St. Nicholas come laden, this Christmas of 11145, with more of the good
things of life for you than you have
ever before enjoyed.

Pipe Line Gas _Co.

where Jacob had his first great "IfergitatC-tgrf
t J!4TMCIVe angels sped the sky spreadnig tid- camels knelt before the open door
:
grief, when his beloved wife
ings of joy afar.
Music rang and the Wise Men unloaded the
Rachel was buried; and yonder
throughout the land music of the treasures they had brought; boxes
were the fields where Ruth, in the
of gold, sweet perfurnes and rare '
angel host.
early days of Israel, had come to
The great gospel
spices. They laid their gifts at the
reap barley and walk with Naomi,
anthem fell upon the earth in all feet of
the sniffing infant in the
in the evenings, beeide a gentle
its divine beauty and thrilling
manger, and fell upon their lames
brook. It was to this land that
force "Glory to God in the highest, in fervent
worship of Jesus the
Joseph and Mary were coming, the
nad on earth peace, good will to- Sav iour.
early home of their own great
ward men." The shephcrds ran up
grandfather David, who had kept
the steep road to Bethlehem and
his father's sheep on tivise very
seeing the star that God had
hills and had .learned to sing the
planed over the stable, found the
songs of praise to God.
Glory and worshipped
Salvage of used kitchen fats
• • •
th adoration pouring from should not be discontinued because
earts.
of the ending of rationing of meats,
The ascent to the town, over the
• • *
fats, oils, officials of the Production
dusty glare of grey limestone hills,
was the last of their journey and
The same star that burned oter PPd Marketing Administration say.
was so steep that Mary had to
the sacred manger that night and. Even though rationing is ended,
alight -from her donkey and go up
brought other men from a far off there still remains the need for salon
foot.
Presently
passing
country; Wise Men from the East. vaged fats which are necessary in,
through a low gate, she and JosThey, too, ha dseen the sign in the the manyfacture of soap, and for'
eph were at last in the Mountain
sky, heralding the birth of a King. other industries.
Meat dealers, it was pointed out,
town of Bethlehem.
The star had guided them over
Once more we avowable in
will continue to pay housewives 4.
mountain.
valley
and
parched
In those days, the simplicity of
happy reunion to celebrate
deserts, till fit least they reached rents a pound for used kiichen fats.
life made the passing wayfarer welthe age-old tradition of MuirBethlehem. Their camels walked The supply of industrial fats and
come in the homes. To bring watmax. Short though the days
one by one through the narrow oils will .continue serious until warer at once to wash Ole traveler's
kgry thatioli the akhe, the
streets, bearing streets, bearing halted imports reach peacetime
feet, dusty with tho 'littera sandWowing beciaoreiti of CI:wildtheir
rich burden, for these men proportions.
als, was an act of courfelsy. • `IP
ness makes al%err light
were
kings of great wealth. The
luid lodging for himself and
ueosilina now ithe happy
star pointed to the stable; the •Subscribe Now for THE NEWS!
beasts were provided, .atid
relbilleehlpo of 1945 we wbh
traveler was nuide to feel that he
TM the choicest blessings!ids
WWI under the sacred pratection of
holy =aeon can bestow.
his host. However, when Jolieph
and Mary reached Bethlehem every
house was'filled, for travelers had
been journeying there in great
numbers because of time census.
Even the itui which was a crude
building etinsisting of a single
empty room on the floor of which
a traveler could sPread hie
cerPet
for sleep, was filled to overflowing.
• . •

You AreInviteno
visit Our New Store

The only place they could find
sheltre was in an old stable, which
had been built in a natural hollow,
or cave, in the hillside. The stable
wog in darkness. The deep breathnig of slop ng nett* cowls
keys wiiimed—Diewas strewn about and with the adi
of his lantern, Joeeph soon made
a comfortable place for them do

sleep.
However, the dim light of his
lantern was soon overpOwered by
a 'great illintatiaiion form heaven.
was presently filled
Tht 0
.radiant as
the sun shon'e all about. A wonderful thing had happened. a ilttle
child had been born and Mary His
mother had wrapped Hirn in soft
swaddling clothes and laid Him in
a manger. The gentle rustle of
wings was heard in the air and
snowy white angels hovered over
Wtih joyous song
the manger.
they greeted the little messenger of
mercy and love—the Christ Child—
whom God had sent to the world;
the little King who had been born
in a lowly stable and laid in a
cradle of hay.
4

•

We have completely remodeled the store
formerly operatestgemelWalker's Grocery on Commercial Aretute,wa4 invite you to visit.our new
store at your convenience. We shall strive to
bring you quality foods at popular prices, anti
assure you that we will gratefully appreciate

•

The sleeping hills were now
flooded with .celestial splendor. An
angel of the Lord, in an intense
sheath of light, ,came from heaven
and surprised a group of shepherds
near the ancient watchtower of
Eder, announcing to them the birth
of the Holy Child. Multitudes of

We are ready for holiday shoppers who
That best part of a good man's We—
als little, nameless unremembered acts

are looking for good things to eat this Christmas.

Of kindness and of love.

Remember us for your—

—VVILLIAM WORDSViORTH

Christmas is the season of the open heart
and the open door. Let none stand out in
.the cold or be unremembered.

GROCERIES
FRESH VEGETABLES and PRODUCE
FRUITS---NUTS---CAKES

In this community of good fellows,
where eadi helps share the other's happiness and all do their port towards making
the'Christmas season onloyable for each
anit iweryone, it is a privilege to be in a
position to serve you. We take great pleasure in wishing you a Merry Christmas.

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

TON, KENTUCKY
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FUL
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any time
give an A priority on Vitamin A. than at
There ies no point in storing
foods for winter if rats and insects are allowed to "make a run

of home grounds. The American elm,
in Tennessee where .a variety
HOME BEAUTIFICATION
some of the oaks, some of the
trees
The
.
PROGRAM URGED trees cannot be grown
rnaples, the pines, etc., make good
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,
will add to appearance
trees around the home. Unsightly
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Lives are still rationed—one to
other
ing is
fall and early winter, while
located. Thus careful plann
each person. Farm people should
farm work is not so urgent, says needed before new trees are set
RECIPE OF THE WEEK'
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••rd theirs against
Arthur Meyer, of the horticulture out; and old trees should be set
a heavy penalty.
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Agriwhich
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,
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d
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depar
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out; and old trees shoul
Christmas
The annual toll of 3,500 lives
of safety dessert
every
culture.
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amined in the interest
fiCabe 02e favor- and $90,000,000 in properyt damto
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conti
r
One top item on the beauti
dinne
iness.
sightl
d and
age. age is too hig ha price for neglibon program, Meyer says, shoul
lived, ed one despite sugar short
The Chinese elm is short
ses, gence. Far mfires can largely be
s.
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shrub
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trees
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g
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the
the
the With
be
otherwise is a good tree for
be curbed by simple safety rules.
home
but
will
r
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flavo
a
and
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ening
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There
both sweet
is a
A"monthly garden chart showing
found to be just right. Here
lists what to plant each month, and
recipe suggested by food specia
Agri- giving other helpful garden inat the Kentucky College of
formation, can be obtained from
culture and Home Economics.
Pumpkin Pie
county and home demonstration

agents.
2 eggs
1-4 cup sugar
Civilians will get larger supplies
1-2 teaspoon ginger
1-2 teaspoon salt
1-2 teaspoon allspice
1-4 teaspoon mace
1 teaspoon cinnamon
REAL ESTATE and
1-4 teaspoon ground cloves
kin
pump
d
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
2 1-2 cups cooke
2 cups whole milk
OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
1-2 cup sorghurn molasses
BANK—PHONE 61
1 teaspoon vanilla
pie.
rust
one-c
a
for
y
Pastr
erty
salt Farm and City Prop
Beat the eggs, add sugar,
in,
Us!
pumpk
With
Buy
or
List
the
in
and spices: Stir
vathen the milk, molasses and
innilla. Mix thoroughly. Pour
and
Accurate
to a pastry-lined pie plate
debake in a very hot oven, 450
WORKMANSHIP
the
grees, for 10 minutes to bake
At Low Cost
heat
the
e
reduc
then
crust quickly,
bake
Watches Clocks and Time
to moderate, 350 dgerees and
until
Pieces of All Kinds Accurateabout 35 minutes longer. or
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
clean.
an inserted knife comes out
Christmas dinner menu: ChillANDREWS
ed fruit juice, roast turkey or chic**JEWELRY COMPAKT
,
gravy
arid
oes
potat
ken, mashed
h,
baked onions, buttered squas
olls and butter,
cranberry
and pumpkin re

CHAS. W. BURROW

EVENING IN PARIS SETS
MAX-FACTOR MAKE-UP
SETS

COMB-BRUSH SETS
CORY COFFEE MAKERS
TOILET SETS

SAIFETY RAZORS

CUTEX SETS

PEN DESK SETS

THER?dOS BOTTLSB

FOUNTAIN PENS

MILITARY SETS

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

COMPACTS

PIPES

MANICUR.E SETS

TOBACCOS

CIGARETTE HOLDERS

SHAVING SETS

BATH SPRAYS

BILL FOLDS

WRISTLET'S SOAP

STATIONERY

LUNCH KIT

FACE POWDERS
TRAVELING SETS

CHRISTMAS CARDS
MONOGRAM SHAVNG SSTS

NEW OWL DRUG STORE
TASTE
HUNDREDS OF GIFTS IN GOOD
We Deliver
Phone 460
Lake Street

See us for your

POULTRY SUPPLIES
t,such as:

We have some good, all-metal equipmen

BIG SHOT DIPLOMACY
When the Roosevelt -Churchill
meetings were attracting the attention of the World, those statesmen
a
called in Premier Stalin, and at
later date President Truman and
in
Prime Minister Attlee joined
meetings of the "big shots."
Now, President Truman has been
s
studying these spc-cial conference
microthrough his international
a
acopes. As a result he has made
nt to
neeme
annou
tant
impor
very
any
the effect that he is opposed to
rences
more of these special confe
duties
because they infringe on the
"crackof the United Nations. The
ks was
er" on the end of his remar
League of
the
that
ment
state
the
l connations Wail ruined by specia
agferences. Official Washington
rees: Truman is right.

•Silo Simpkins Says

Chick Feeders and Water Fountains
Electric or Oil Brooders
Poultry Feeds and Medicines

FULTON HATCHERY
"Home of Personality Baby Chkks"

Announcement
accepted a
I wish to announce that I have
ement Co., in
position with Earl & Taylor Impl
ming Implesales and service of J. L Case Far
ments. We now have in stock:
with Independent Molar
1 MODEL A 6-Horse Combine
I MANURE SPREADER
PLOWS
2 TWO GANG TRAcrox DISC
TOR PLOW
1 TWO GANG 12-INCH TRAC
1 HORSEDRAWN HAY RAKE
for S. C. Truster
1 TRACTOR CORN PLANTER

conducA beautiful outside is
a home.
inside
living
better
to
tive
grou.rid
Ftaindrops can't hit the
good
a
into
fall
they
running if
pasture sod.
"money to
No farmer will have
all his
burri" if farm fires take
profits.
in dried
The evils of weevils
reduced by
beans and peas can be
good treatment.
turnip
Collards, mustard and

FEED
Walt 4.

Without outside help, us* a Lets separator
mill to chop and store 10, 15, 25 acres or
more of cured shock fodder.
Save up to 40% work in feed handling,.40%
coarse feeds and 65% storage space Cut
feeding costs 35%. Increase profits. Save
winter work.
Leta is a separator mill, gecko corn for finishing beef cattle, Iambs or hogs—separates
beans for feed, seed or cash grain.
real
See us and learn wh-y Lets mills aro
y
money-makers—leading labor•severs—wh
a
how
Learr
atock prefer Lets preparation.
cased.
year
first
more,
and
itself
for
Let: pays

LETZ
is Os swig NM Oft
Chews aad Wore*fodder
Gimes,stare* aiNdar
SeosraSsis
Slakes salsa/
Cuts bettor
Clupos.storisseithweri
Grilled* MOO
Malcom awdasse•Ihimpellege

WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO.

Let Ils Repair Your Car
and Service It For Winter
as General ManWe have acquired the services of Chas. Holloway
no stranger to most of you,
ager of Sales and Service. Mr. Holloway is
of years.
having heen Ford dealer here for'a number
more interest shown in the
been
has
Mr Holloway states that there
experience as dealer. He
his
in
new 1946 model Ford than any new model
tes you to come in and
invi
has his organization ready to serve you, and
a New Ford
r
for
have your old car repaired and place your orde
oway has three
Genuine Ford Parts are available now, and Mr. Holl
you immediate
give
can
nt and
new mechanics added to the service departme
it ready for
get
and
in
g your car
estimates on your repair jobs. So brin
for your
ze
ly of Anti-Free
winter driving. We also have an ample supp
radiator.

Huddleston Motor Co.

REPAIR WORK
I am now able to do some
repair work on watches and
invite your patronage.

R. M. KIRKLAND
Jeweler
MAIN mom
HT.

FULTON

(ALL US
—for—

We have a wide assortment
of rings, in an attractive
price range that will enable
you to give the ring you
choose with ease. There are
scores of other gift items in
store for you here.

Clasaic

PoPula
numbei
riving

and sou

JEWELRY IS THE
BEST GIFT OF ALL

DRY(LEANING
LAUNDRY SERVICE

INE

MACH
1 HORSEDRAWN MOWING
LL
ERMI
I TEN-INCH HAMM
I EIGHT-INCH HAMMERMILL

I FORAGE CUTTER
LINE OF IMPLEWE ARE STOCKING A COMPLETE
earnest desire in render a
MENTS AND PARTS. It is our
Service that vvill please you.

Cash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated.

Fl

—Hugh A. Butkr

AN
SI
RI
PA
.
Co
p.
CO.
Im
or
Earl & Tayl
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS ANDREWS JEWELRY
ton, Ky.
NOW AT THE CITY MOTOR CO.

Plume

226 Church Street

Ful

319-323
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Time Is Short-SHOP HERE FOR GiFTS FOR AW
*Ifoseetotatettetermoitt

ititemitattersageve.vmmetoworictectewe

1 TOYLANIV SPECIALAll Toys Reduced To

HALF-PRICE
You'll find many gifts here for the
children and a
prices that are guaranteed to save you
money.
""r"'r" r

GIFT CHAIRS

r7'r "r"-`r,""r 'r" r"'r 'r"

1 r

DaMblat744-747104114:7471041044t

SILVERWARE

of Every Description

Makes An Excellent Gift
24-Piece Silverware Set _$9.95
24-Piece Silverware Set,
guaranteed 10 years _

BeautifulMirrors

$12.95

Made of best quality plate
glass. Priced from$9.50 to $25.95
Full Line of Pyrex Ware!

Pyrex Flame Ware
Four nice pieces, special_$2.45
Pyrex Roaster with cover.
Suitable for roasting a good
size chicken or duck__..____$2.25
Fire King Roster _ . _...__$1.25

HOLIDAY
RECORDS

r
!
,
."- r""r

LAMPS OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION
Floor Lamps __$14.95 to $19.95
Table Lamps __$5.95 to $17.95
GOOD LINE OF COFFEEMAKERS
Cory
$3.76 to $426
Magic-Flo Percolator,
8 cup size
$4.26
Silex Coffeemaker,
7 cup size, only _ _
$2.75
COOKIE J itS , beautiful
hand-painted and decorated
jars. Regular price $1.00..
Special =
89c
Picture Frames,;various sizes.
Priced from ____ $1.00 to $2.50

Classical, semi - classiest
popular, blues and hillbilly
numbers. New reeords ar:
riving all the time. Come is
and see yours.

Comb and Brush
and Vanity Sets
Brush, Comb and Mirror Set,
very good quality _ . ___$4.95
Comb and Brush Set ._ ____$L25
Brush and Comb Set,
5 pieces . _
Vanity Sets _____$3.95 to $5.96

bViter(WCIVIVOCIOLNIC

1

SAMSON 1
Electric Heating i
Pads
$4.70 -- $9.20

DINNERWARE FOR
CHRISTMAS
32-Piece Dinnerware Set, service for six, only _
__$5.95
5:3-Piece Dinnerware
Set
$19 95 to $22.95

Fountain Pen and Ash Tray
set
$2.26
Desk Set, including Lamp,
teetiliteeVENOVitartVei
Fountain Pen _ _
---$5:95
CQCSWOOR ASKS
t
41Pen
and
Penc
ik*Set, includin
Made in fridia. First since the
fountain pen and mechanic g
.war
$2.96
pencil in a desk set _ _ _33. al
25
Aluminum Stewers, in 1 1-2'
Double Edge Safety Razo
rs,
quart, 2 quart and 3 quart size.
complete with package of
OPA approved price.
blades _ _
48c
Billfolds; ladies or
Cigarette Lighters _ _69c to 89c
gents _ _
$1.95 to $6.96
Cigarette Cases __50c t,o $1.50
Coin Purses . _ _
Mech
anical Pencils .. _
Conklin Fountain Pens __$2.75
SMOKING STAND
Men's Traveling Sets, eonsists
Au
outs
tanding value In a
of eight pieces in teather
smoker, made of all metal,
zipper case _ _ . ________43.95
durable
Scout Knivee, heavy duty, in
Other Smoking
leather scabbard
$4.96
Stands _ _ ____$1.95 ot $12.96

$1.26

REMEMBER--We have a good stock of Farm Radio Batteries, the A
and B Pack, and an experienced radio
repairman to take care of your troubles.

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
319-323 W ALNUT STREET

1100010141010730Mbeldeenkle.

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PRONE 100

FULTON,KENTUCKY
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and
the best fed people on this earth. records, business stationery
has tied the entire
advertising
of
pulpThat 'same' truckload
J. PAUL BUSBART
structure' of' Amercian food distriUltra and Publisher
wood may shortly come out of the
bution into a smoothly working
pulp and paper mill transformed whole.
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
into waxed paper Cartons for breakAll this has resulted in low cost
Catered as second class matter June fast foods, as moisture-proof pack1953, at the post office at Fulton. aging for deep-freeze lockers, as foods. In one hour's work an
Ity.. under the act of March 3, 1879. interlined bags for flour, as glas- American can produce five times
sine wrapping for bacon strips, or as much food for his family as an
OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
in any one of literally hundreds of Italian, three times as much as a
Business Notices and Political Cosi.
thousands of specialized packaging Frenchman and twice as Much as
charred at the rates specified by
units.
a n Englishman.
advertising department.
Paper has been a major factor in
There are many vital reasons
-20
of
Subscription rates radius'
making it possible for the average why mills in this area should get
°Was of Fulton $1.50 a year Elmo- American to eat more and better all the top quality pulpwood so
where $2.00 a year.
food in greater variety. Foods our urgently needed by them now; and
grandparents never even heard of there are many reasons why the
are on our tables daily. Fresh current recruitment program for
vegetables the year round and
tropical fruits in winter are becoming commonplace.
Paper is likewise responsible for
fact that foods processed in this
the
DAY
A
MEALS
THREE SQUARE
country are the purest and safest
in the world, protected from bacSeeing a truck load of pulpwood
teria and spoilage by unique
line
headed down a road or rail
packaging.
toward some nearby pulp mill may, Papar, of course, has bean este some people, mean nothing more sential to the development of the
than that someone is delivering a small unit type of packgaing that
has made it possible for foods to be
load of pulpwood.
produced at low cost in huge plants
those
to
especially
others,
to
But
and distributed
who bother to use their imagina- near the farms
to every part of
tions, it is a symbol of plenty—a easily and cheaply
reminder of one of the most im- the nation.
And paper in the form of bills,
portant reasons why Aznericans are

The Fulton County News

woods and mills workers being
conducted by the_ pulp and paper
industry through the offices of the
U. S. Employment Service must be
successful. . .
The foregoing reason is just one
of these many.

It Pays To Advertise in THE NEWS.
OPMPOIPHIPlitinitilla**111W101HIUMMPEierettleshihiChlitte

iwinna-d
LIQUORS

The ideals of primitive Christi
anity ar neigh, ev4n at our door.
Trutb is not lost in the mists of remoteness or the barbarisms of spiritless codes. —Mary Baker Eddy.

SEE US FOR YOUR HOUDAY
WINES, BRANDIES AND LIQUORS

The greatest friends of truth is
time; her greatest enemy is prejudice; and her constant companion
is humility. —Cloton.

rhe gala Yuletide and New Year Holidays are
just ahead, and it's time to think about the
"spirits" you'll want for the season's feitivities.

[MONA HOTEL
LIQUOR MORE

WANTED!

OMR FOREFAMMIM
celebrated C..hristmas sometimes under the
greatest of difficulties, to say nothing of
danger. Today, in vrarm. lighted homes we
welcome the arrival oetulecide, 'without
thought of those early hardships. It might
make our Christmas a Iittle happier, our
hearts a little more thankful, to take thought

LOWE'S NEW CAFE
After completely remodeling we are now open,
and prepared to serve you.

SEWMG MACHME OPERATORS
Experienced or Learners
Steady Work

of these things.
ha the reverate ark& of Air gleridess ••••••
um mom arid «Nth emil event ewe et your
ftlie Asap joys Mbish sift Cielairms see
Wow

YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

Apply

KNIGHTON'S
Shell Service Station

Henry I. Seigel
Company
KENTUCKY

FeLTON,

LOOK

24-HopR
TAXI SERVICE

NOW MANY CALLS
KENTUCKY MADE THIS YEAR

tert‘-v
caw JIF

APPODNIMENTS MAD.E IN

•

VANCE
•••e•

PHONE 23,
WE SFLT,-_

e••
:
•

Newspapers
Popular Magazines
Cold arinlos
Tobaccos
41
Confection!

• r•

Jiffy News nd
-as "

ran▪
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red
Yll=t
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iMpr

Mateo,

Nothing ,could make a lovelier Gift at Christmas
than a gift of Jewelry from this store. We have4fine selettion of Jewelry and other nice gift items,
that will make your search easier. We invite You,
to visit our store and make your selections now.

Use Our Convenient Lay-Away Plan

106 Lake Street
Immea

AM a
•ala gnircereenher
thettgli
r
bag.

• Vr
•
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being
bajangight have felt that with so many calls
because
tilie telephone folks were nuking moneyto
prove
Tommy
Telephone
of thiNtitar...The best way foe'
this
the company did sot profit- by tha war la to tell you
in 194S
smalls( fact. And that it 'telephone earnings
for
except
history,
company's
kowest in the
will be
the tim-4 of the depria91014 Years".
of
This Id Niceties our'ili04914004Antifi taxes, coat
rant
materials, cost of services—incrassed at a greater
than our MIVIIIIIML
Telephone 'we*. bowler, went glad to be bmy
handling Kentucky's calls. They were not concerned
busy Kentuckprimarily *ith figures. Instead these—3,326
getting your calls
ians were concerned with service kept
in order. They
through ABE amine that lima were
a
imew their jab was to serve you weft and with
pleasant "thank yon".
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We no* have the new equipment for plating Antt-Ffette
in Tractor & implemeit Tires,
100 per cent solution, no air
used.

5. X MeALIBTalit, Irtiviimeltr Manager

Williams Hardware Co.
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GIVE BABY CRICKS EARLY
is well to think of them enough now
START, SPECIALIST SAYS to order baby chucks for spring delivery, says A. J. Chadwell, ExtenBaby chicks are seldom thought sion poultry specialist, U-T College
of in weather such as Tennessee of Agriculture. In fact, the early
has at this time of the year; but it purchase of chicks probably
would

do more than any other one thing- are six reasons for same:.
Falsehood is in a nurrY; it maY he ludgeinent is on high; its king'
Manto inerease011ipincome,4rom the:41'1-'4, • (I) Short egg supplies from July e any moment
deetcted and pun- eth out of thelts,Pstrall"'etertirChadwell
ifily,'18.1,to January, when prices are best; ished; truth
erage poultry flock,
is calm, serene; its —Joseph PatIONA5A,are
the%)(2) early pullets have proved to be
February 'and March
months recomznended for the de- the best producers of fall eggs; (3)
livery of baby chicks. And here- early hatched chicks as a rule grow
better than late hatched chicks;
(4) early chicks get a good start
,! before warm weather, which is more
I 'favorable for parisites and disease
germs to multiply; (5) early fryers
bring best prices; (8) chicks can be
ietarted before the rush of other
farm work gets under way.

Biggest Holiday Rush
on Long Distance

tgMfileVegteXtMlitaltevitelVititeettlitaiteittaAVVVVVV4PM
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SILO SIMPKINS SAYS

School children's home work is
lightened by proper lighting.
Soil Wilding practices help take
•the imp out of impossible.
A mite-becomes mighty if allowed to multiply in the laying house.
The thinner the topsoil, the thinner chances a farm has of producing to the fullest.
The larger the volume of food to
be cooked, the lower the temperature, say cooking eiiperts.
It takes a long time to outlive a
mistake in buying a farm. Beware
of inflated land value.
Good ingredietns are needed for
a good egg. Feed layers a liberal
ration of mash and grain, and supply plenty of fresh, clean water.
A good whipping sometimes makes
a good cream butter. If it is kept
after whipping, put it in the most
frigid part of the refrigerator.
A dairy herd will not produce
well, unless it is fed well. Winter
feeding requires "extra special" attention, say Extension dairy specialists.

YULETIDE
HAPPINESS
At this time when Christmas trees are
beginning to glow in the windows everywhere, and the holly wreaths are
going up, we want to send you our best
wishes for a very Happy Christmas. You,
have made 1945 a very pleasant year
for us, for which we are duly grateful.
joe Kasnow
Robert Furlong
George Haygood
Paul Kasnow

.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Is the Universe, Including Man,
Evolved by Atomic Force?" is read
in all Christian Science churches
throughout the world on Sunday,
December 23. 1945.
The Golden Text Is "Sing unto
the Lord. all the earth; shew forth
from day to day his salvation. -Declare his glory among the heathen;
his marvellous works among all nations." (Chdon. 18:23,24)
Among the Citations which comprise the Lesson-Sermon is the following from the Bible: "For we
know that if our earthly house o
this tabernacle were dissolved, we
'have a building of God, a house not
made with hands, eternal in the
heavens."
GICer. 5:1)

:Mrs. Sophia Kasnow
Mrs. Frances Bugg
Miss Peggy Brann
Miss Jennie Hodges
Miss Norma Kindred

LOUIS KASNOW
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Long Distance will be
busier *Ott
, ever this
Christmas. So please
do not make any but
necessary calls on
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IF IT CAN BE CLEANED
WE CAN CLEAN IT!
WE take great pride in our CieCtIddig and Pressing Service, and we are better equipped now in
our modern, new building to provide even better service than in the past.

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT OUR NEW PLANT
Prompt, Courteous Service . PRESSING DONE WHILE YOU WAIT!

LET US REBLOCK YOUR HAT
AND MARE IT LOOKtIKE NEW
Alterations and Repairs When Requested
PHONE No. 4

QUALITY CLEMIERS.
CASH ANDXARRT
ii7 Commercial Ave.

Fulton, Ky.

truth. —Jesus. Jolum 18:37.
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AND NOW COKES ANC/TRIACARISTMAIS Tatoilmw•
BE ADDED TO YOUR STORE OF KEMORIES. WE

AIN'In The fast

HOPE THIS CHRISTMAS OF 1945 WILL BE A VERY

v

DIJOYABLE ONE — A TRULY HAPPY.DN4
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During this sacred season, mellowed by

the thought of those who cannot be with us, we
,•••: - •
have &btu**.reaoon for gratitude. We have
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s Merry Christmas,

come a fong way Since the dark Christians-of

Pierce-Capin
Lumber Company

That this may,indeed, be a Merry Christ-

1941. The Star
. in the East shines brighteilioiv.
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mas for you and yours is our ardent wish.

HENRY I. SEIGEL CO.
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DIFFERENCE IN DOLLARS

AFTER TAPS—

William Jennings Bryan held up
his end of the argument in regard
to a double meonetary standard—
gold and silver, even though he
lost out in the Presidential election.s. There are several silverproducing States that never have
believed in this Orthodaxical-single-standa*. Anyway, the gold
taken away from the American
public under the New Deal is still
in holes under the ground and not
wearing out anybody's pockets.
Nevertheless, busy-woozy politicians in the international roundup
are telling the folks in Washington,
London and - so - forth, that the
American dollar and the British
crown "must achieve stable relations." Of course that would be all
right, except that in reality it is all
wrong. Methods of living, prices,
wages, and everything else is about
50 per cent under the United States
'stable relations"—and a good
naany other relations are pretty
punk. There is an unmatchable
"difference"
in European
and
American money—except possibly
continuance of the old practices of
lending and leasing and never paying. That may be expected.

By Alex C. D Noe, TInn..0mega '07

EDITORS PREDICT
91 per cent reported that either an
AIRCRAFT BOOM
Editors of country newspapers, in airpark already was available withanswer to a survey by The Ameri- in 10 miles out oi oiwn or tnat plans
can Press, predict that rural Amer- for one were underway.
ica wil purchase 500,00 planes vvithFarmers, according to the editors,
in five years.
will use the planes to fly baby
This latest market was predict- chicks to market, crop dusting,
ed after interviews with editors herding and locating cattle,
huntin towns under 10,000 populatio.n. ing and fishing and "just flying".
Predicting their estimates upon , Three quarters
plan to use the
a wide availibility of landing fields, I craft chiefly for "family transpor--

For those we've loved long since and lost awhile,
We bow our heads in loneliness and weep;
For those who served their generation well,
Who bravely served and calmly fell on sleep.
But these are not the tears of bitterness,
Drawn forth from hearts and souls of stark despair;
No, these are not the tears of doubt and gloom,
For some day we shall meet them over there.
For those,we've loved, in loneliness, we weep,
Full knowing-that these faithful are not dead;
That when the summons came to forward march,
As we shall march, they only went ahead.
They live and onward go, there is no death,
No broken span in life's eternal day;
And though their lights now gleam on other shores,
They kindled torches e'er they went away
Those we've loved long since, whose banners
wave,
Beyond the peak of earth's most distant hill;
Although their great procession journeys on,
In what they did and were are with us still.
In life's supremest moments they are
nigh,
And join us in our work and play and prayer;
They live in high achievement over here,
And march with God's Immortal over
there.

THE FORGOTTEN MAN
According to one of the ablest the wage debate has overlooked "the forgotten man."
He names
ablest columnist's in Washington th ceonsumer, whom he describs as President
Trtunan and Secretary of
Commrece Wallace as the "forgetters," who fail to remember that
the
constuner's absence is conspicously
illustrated by the labor-management
conference. There the persons taking part are represntatives of labor
and mangement (with representatives of Government in the role of
expediting the conference machincry). But, says our columnist:
''There is no spokesman charged
with pressing the interest of the
ronsumer."
If some one is bitten by your dog;
Labor and management diScuss
matters having to do with prices, or
Or injured on your preimses;
which will affect prices, but it is
merely assumed that "the consumer will pay whatever prices result
Or property damaged by your children;
from their deliberations and agreements.
If you are interested in the dozens of things
"Yet to say that the consumer is
wholly ignored would not be quite
You are protected against for $10.00 confer with
correct. In some of the deliberations about price, though not all, it
is assumed that the consumer will
be protected by Government, that
official ceilings will be put upon
prices. But this is not universally
accepted."

lots of Ways To Get
Caught---For Example

Atkins Insurance Agency

The farm family that knows how
to use its hands can live better with
less expense.
_
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But we have no real medal to give. In its
place we pledge you, as soon as time and conditions permit, the finest transportation service in
Illinois Central history.
W. A. Johnston. PRESIDENT
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Foods of Finest Quality
For Holiday Feasting!
............

Staple and Fancy Groceries
fresh Meats
Turkeys

• 7.10-.

Poultry

We are showing the leading curd popular merchandise that is both practical and appealing as Gifts. These pproducts make it easy to really give
something nice that will be appreciated.

Fruits—Cakes

Let UsHeleou With Your GiftProblems

C.andies

GIFTS FOR "HER"
GIFTS FOR "HI24"
Manicure Sets
Military Sets
Pipes, Tobaccos
Marie Barker Sets
Cigars, Cigarettes
Newest Perfumes
Wrisley'
s Sets
Picture Frames
Bill Folds
Novelty Dishes
Mennen's or Fitch's Gift Seta
Yanky Clover Toiletries
Yardley's Shaving Bowls
Evening In Paris Gift Sets
Zippo Cigaret Lighters
Stationery
Toasted Nuts
Thermos Bottles, Jugs
Men's Shaving Sets
Tags, Seals, Ribbons and Holiday Decorations
and Package Dressings

DeMyer Drug Company
PHONE 70

* Nobody's prouder than we are of the praise heaped on the U. S. railroads for
* doing a fine wartime job. But it's time the public received credit, too. If we had
* our way, we'd award a medal to every man and woman whose good-natured
fortitude helped smooth the unavoidable hardships of wartime travel. We'd like to present the same
medal to all those millions of people who aidrd us immeasurably by not traveling. And —wc'd like
to confer it,avith an extra sprig of laurel, on all shippers. For without them the railroads could
'
;"nev'er'have made every freight car carry larger loads farther and faster than ever before. It was the
shippers who helped deliver the goods at the beachheads on flirts.
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LAKE STREET
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We are prepared for the Gala Holiday Season with
a generous supply of
good tkings to eat. As usual, we take a delight in making
your holiday
feasting a real joy and pleasure.
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On airpark financing, 71 per clog
ot the rura leditors believe that
the Federal government should ,at
least share a part of the burden of
providing funds; the replies verying from full government financing to complete ownership. Mast
believed that community airparks
should be shared 50-50 by privats•
and government funds.

A MEDAL

t4ift041041114100101001ft

PHONE No.

tation and pleasure."

FULTON, KY.

62010143/014110talaUrkralaraatiANDatla)04-742001080A200

Nuts
•

'
6We Take Great
Pride in Serving
You."
Delivery Service
k

C. BUTTS & SONS
EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 602

FULTON, KY.
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THE AMERICAN WAY

Make appointments now for Photographs to be given
during the approaching holidays.

Appointments should be

made for sittings without delay in order to avoid disappointment due to holiday rush.

Gardner's Studio
"Photographs Live Forever"

NOW! Bake any time...at a moment's notice with
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast
If you bake at home—baking day is any day
you feel like it, with Fleischmann's Filet Rising
Dry Yeast.Easy-to-use,extra-fast, Fleischmann's
Fast Rising stays fresh, full strength for weeks
on your pantry shelf. Always ready for instant
action. Get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast
today. The menfolk will brag about your baking
more than ever. At your grocer's.
•

ood busienss acumen.
Labor
,aders who use Labor's weapon
vithout
full
justification
are
aillies and nothing less
than
'egalized "stipk-up" men. If our
'cgislators wish to do st,mething
Neneficial for industry, they., should
lass a law prohibiting strikes and
tock-outs until after every fair
neasure of arbitration has been
ised.
Such a law would be beneficial
to industry as a whole, which includes the stockholders, management and labor. It should have
"teeth" in it that would eliminate
both the outlaw labor leaders and
racketeer industrialists, who, in the
final analysis, share the responsibility of promoting outlaw strikes.

Vovember, when
they
weigh 550 to 850 pounds.

should •Subseribe Now for THE NEWT'.

OUTLAW STRIKES!
10. Buy breeding-herd replaceIt becomes daily more apparent
ments 6 to 12 months old.
W. IV. Jones & Sons
that an aroused citizenry is being
Funeral Home
Quarantine
all
replacements
11.
promoted to demand the surrender
for at least a month.
Phone MI
University
of Labor's prerogative and only efMARTIN, TENN.
12. Winter the dry cows onl,
fective weapon—the right to strike.
home-grown roughage, pasture and I :
A Distinctive Service Well
No doubt, many of the proponents
Within Your Means
such protein supplement as may
of such a step are under the imbe needed to balance the ration. '
pression that a law outlawing
strikes would be a forward step
towards industrial harmony. If
strikes were always unwarranted,
such a prohibitory law would be
2 1-2 Ton Stalce
11 and 12 GMC
beneficial to indtistry as
whole.
Tandem Axles, Excellent Tires, Booster Brakes
But this is not a fact. Our industrial
disharmony is not always proNearly New Condition
moted by the workers or the
35 Units Available
unions. We have captains of industry who rfeuse to better conditions of their workers unless
PRESENTS PLAN TO
SIXTH AND SYCAMORE STREET
forced to do so by means of a
RAISE MORE CATTLE
CINCINNATI, OMO
strike.
PHONE UM
ON
KENTUCKY
FARMS
The record definitelyproves
that many of the benefits which
have accrued to workers have
Kentucky farmers should concome through strikes or threatening sider increasing stockraising to
to strike. If all employers were consume the large production of
blessed with a humanitarian in- hay, pasture and other feeds that
stinct, it is safe to say strikes would will come from the large-scale soil
be a rarity.
improvement program, says Dr.
Admittuig the strike to be Lab- W. P. Garrigus of the Kentucky
or's most potent weapon, it should College of Agriculture in a leaflet
Cow-and-Calf
be remembered that a strike, like called "Kentucky
all weapons, is something to be Plan."
He presents - 12 practices for
carefully guarded and never allowed to get into incapable hands. No raising calves on farms to weigh
sane person would allow a child 550 to 850 pounds when sold at
to play with a machine gun. nor weaning time.
would he hand a razor to a
WE ARE NOW BAKING DECORATED
1 Choose healty, thrifty heifers
maniac. Whether Labor realizes it or cows of fair-to-good dairy
or not this is precisely what it has breeding or mixed dairy and beef
CAKES FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
been doing in all too many cases. breeding capable of producing 2 to
Today, strikes are being handled 3 gallons of milk and maintaining
by labor leaders, who, in many milk production for sever•al months.
—But order now, for we are compelled to accept
cases have about the same mental2. Use high-quality purebred
only a limited amount of baking for those wishity as a child behnid a machine beef bulls.
gun. They are playing with this
3. Have calves born in Deceming HOLIDAY CAKES and PASTERIES.
weapon for their own amusement ber, January or February, so they
with no thought of the outcome to can be well-finished during the
All orders should be placec.' with us without dethe members they are supposed to pasture season.
.
serve.
lay to avoid disappointment.
4. Breed heifers 15 to 20 months
The use of a strike was never old.
intended as the firs tmeans of at5. Be with the cow at calving
tack. t should not be utilized unPhone 126-J
time to be sure calf will be
til all measures of reasoning have saved.
been exhausted. Legitimate labor
6. Provide plenty of high-grade
disputes are generally nothing
pastiffe throughout most of the
more than differences of opinoin
ear.
between employer and employees.
7, Supply salt, fresh water and
These different's can usually be shade at all times.
settled to the muutal satisfaction
8. Creep-feed shelled corn or
of the employer and the represent- cracked small grain
whenever
Commercial Avenue
Futton, Ky.
atives of the employees sitting there is enough milk. and pasture.
down at the conference table, with9. Sell calves off the cow in early
out resorting to a strike.
leader
labor
No intelligent
should make demands impossible
to meet. And, by the same token,
DRY LUMBER 0011 YOUR KITCHEN CABINETS
no employer should refuse to give
his employees everything to which
PLYWOODS OF ALL KINDS
the are entitled, consistent with

Heavy Trucks For Hauling Coal and Timber

FULTON BAKERY

CABINET HARDWARE

Now In Stock—

CHROME TRIMMINGS FOR CABINETS

Brand New Motors
Engineered and built by Chrysler Corp.
Built to latest precision standards
All new precision made parts
Factory engineered and inspected
Assembled and block tested at factory

For—
Plymouths
Dodge
DeSoto
Chrysler
Dodge Job Rated Trucks

Let us install one for you and make
your Car Drive Like NEW.

We now have all kinds of lumber and building materials, aid shall be
pleased to figure with you on your next repair, remodeling or building
project. Telephone 3592, Clinton, Ky.

Clinton Lu
Jefferson Street

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON. KENTUCKY
antingatigampsaotaccostcr.t.yr.axisttistratitittttvntsvie,ttetrewtosenamsogigisuC tives and friends.
lie arreved in
the States the 15th of Nov. He has
been in service for 6 years as a
coast guardsman.
Folks, .dich,-you know that "Tidits" was worth the price of th(
paper? In case you missed last
week's issue, renew, and don't mis,
.
out on it, as this is my comic strip,
and truth personified, too.
Happy New Year to all!
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•.
arid equipment shortages. Dairy
The "eVer so humble" hoine may
Farm labor problems are reduce@
herds are, in general, in better con- be beautified by a few trees and when livestock harvests its ovrn
dition to ineet requirements of the
shrubs.
feed.
reconversion period
than
they
were to meet the increased requirements of war. There is reason to
expe.ct that the wartime increase
in the use of dairy products will
!ontinue to a great extent.

PUBLIC AUCTION SALE
TO BE HELD

BENNETT HOMEMAKERS

Thursday, December 27th

TO WISH YOU

Christmas
e

At Chrittnmatime we f••I more sencibly
the charm of each other's society, and
are drawn more closely togeth•r by dependence on each other for enjoyment.
—WASHINGTON IRVING.
1

•

Mcry this spirit of Christmas, which
Washington Irving so ably wrote
about, pervade your home this
Ch;istmas seasc:n of 1945.
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Western Auto
Associate Store

f

The chief topic for study with the
EIGHT-POINT
Bennett Homemakers Club, on DeDAIRY PROGRAM ADOPTED
ember 11, at Mrs. M. E. Davis was
FOR TENNESSEE Food. A pretty, balanced meal was
prepared and served b the foods
A National eight-point dairy pro- leaders. Instructions were given to
duction program, v,thich proved ef- make a cake decorator.
fective under wartime conditions,
Twelve women and a visitor spent
conditions, has been adopted co- the day pleasantly, giving casual
operatively by the dairy industry testimony that attendance is imand the Extension Service for Ten- perative.
The 2nd Chapter of Luke furnishnessee, says C. A. Hutton, Exten
sion dariy specialist, 1.1-T College ed the devotional lesson. The Readof Agriculture. The _program is ing lesson on Three of the Central
aimed at efficient economic pro- American-countries was given jointly by Mrs. Wales Austin, Mrs. Herduction of high-quality products.
,
The program will be promoted man Sams and Mrs. O. C. Croft.
Afterwards gifts were exchanged
.cooperatively in 1946 as it was . in
the past by the Agricultural Ex- and Mrs. Sue Bruce conducted singtension Service, arid the dairy in- ing and games.
dustry. The program has been
successful, Hutton says, because it •Subscribe Now for THE NEWS!
consistently has been built around
sound dairy practices. Thus farmers stand to gain by following
production methods outlined in the
eight points. They are:
1. Feed each cow for economic
production.
Proven Dependability,
2. Improve grasslands to save
milk dollars.
Beauty
3. Use best methods of haymak. Permanence
ing to retain feeding values.
Strength ,_
4. Keep .production records for
better herd management.
5. Breed for improved replacements.
.1
o!.
6. Produce quality milk and
C
cream for greater returns.
•
7. Plan layoutS, equipment. and
methods to reduce labor costs.
8. Maintain herd health for maximum efficiency.
Application of these principles by
Sold Only Thru
many Tennessee dairymen was
Funeral Director*.
one of the reasons for the excellent
Made find Serviced by
dairy production records
made
during war years. The efficiencies
and economies emphasized in the
i-point program l'Apeci to increase
Paducah, Ky.
dairy products in spite of labor

Beginning At 10 A. M.—Rain or Shine
At What Is Known As The

Dr. Seldon Cohn Farm
2 MILES WEST OF FULTON
I will offer at PUBLIC AUCTION the following
described property:
3 Mules, 8 years old
2 Fresh Milk Cows
1 Springer Milk Cow
1 Electric Cream Separator
3 Good Heifers
1 Good 2-Horse Wagon
200 Bales of Good Jap Hay
1 International Cultivator
1 Riding Breaking Plow
1 Disc Harrow
1 Two-Horse Breaking Plow
1 Wheat Drill, with fertilizer attachment
1 Section Harrow
1 Hay Rake
1 Mower
Lots of Other Things Too Numerous To Mention.

The
BRONZOLEUM

Concrete Burial Vault

A

CHAS. SEVIER, Prop.

WHIM

FULTON ROUTE 3

Tuesday. and canned 159 guarts.
B. H. Lowry has a genuine old
Christmas Bells, Wedding BelLs, fashioned help mate. He made a
don't you hear them ringing? I ex- crib full of corn this year, too.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cranford of
tend the hand of Christian fellowship and greetings to each one of Harris, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Norman
you who read my column, may the Bennett of Fulton, Mrs. Fred BenNew Year bring each of you a year nett and son, Billy, visited J. C.
Foster and wife Sunday afternoon.
of peace and health.
The marriage of Jimmy Clement,
Mu. and Mrs. George Cannon and
and Peggy Brann, was solomized son Micheal. will arrive in. Fulton
Sunday afternoon at the home of the from Boston. Mass., the 23rd for an
bride at 2 p. m. using the double ,xtended visit with parents,- relaring ceremony, and performed by -Rev. Minn. They left for Baton
Rouge. La., via Texas, fe a week's
honeymoon. They will be at their
horne ori State line after Jan 1st.
Those on the sick list of last week
are -much better, bui quite a few
are on the list of colds and sore
throat for this week.
Elmo Foster was quite sick Friday, but went to the Jones Clinic for
treatment and is better at present.
Mr. and Mrs. Red Carraway of
Murray, Ky., visited her parents,
T. W. Weems and wife Wednesday.
Mrs. Rella Bennett spent Tuesday
4thi Mrs. Dean Williams.
, W. T. Foster went to Memphis on
a bu.siness trip and visited his sister, Mrs. Theron Jones and Mrs.
lgozelle Speight.
Mr.3. P. J. Braila spent Saturday
afternoon vvith Mri
.
. E. C. Lowry.
Dean Williams bought another
milk cow' the past week. He has
sex, and will take $150.00 each.
T. W. Weems ,butchered a calf

ro

MRS.SELDON COHN,Owner

KATTERJOHN
':oncrete Products

Our Nation-Wide Affilkdions
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

!RAILWAY EXPRESS I
AGENCY
01111110314101001-AIIDOMAISUM DONN).3.24/katall,
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HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, KY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults
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YOUR
!This is fhe seasori of goodi
cmd,looking down the,
long list of names of those
xviao have shown their
good will towards us in
)945, we come to yours.
We want to thcrnk you for
this good will on your part,
and to send just the friendliest of wishes for your
happiness and cheer at
Christmastime.

am

gl

wesunattlinicatxtratatiorwasistagenear

MAY

be
be

CHAS. W. BURROW, Auctioneer

...and Wise Men
still follow the
Star of Peace
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HEARTS

GLADDEN

AND BRIGHTEN

groday men are groping their way into
ILI/ the Atomic Age, engaged in the same
determined search for a lasting peace that
has inspired the noblest thinking of the
race. The thought was expressed by
Joseph Conrad in these words: "What
all men are really after is some form, or
perhaps only some formula, of peace."
Lighting our path to international
amity, as it has for nineteen centuries, is
the Star of Eiethlehem. Only when men
and nations stray from the guidirrg principles of human conduct given us by the
Saviour dohs war and blooddlied result.

YOUR

HOMES

Through countless windows the white
light offreedom shines in our blessed land.
We can reflect on how good it is to be
one of those who are still privileged to
keep Christrnas as we have always kept
it, even as we extend our compassion to
the victims of war's fury in other parts
of the world.
We are Americans. There is peace in
our hearts. LO our Christmas prayer be
a humble petition to a just God that He
bring all His children safe into the light
of His greatest gift—Peace on Earth,
Good will to Men.
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